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Torture vicH  s pose health problem here 
psychological damage as well as physical injuries. 
He told a medical seminar that Canadian health 
authorities are not doing enough to help the estimated 
400 to 500 persons in Canada believed to have been 
tortured in other countries. 
These torture victims should be given medical care 
when they receive refugee status, he said. 
In his study, the doctor found all 41 patients uffered 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
TORONTO (CP) --  Injuries suffered by torture 
"victims before they left their homelands are becoming 
a major medieal and public health problem in Canada, 
says a Toronto psyehiatrist, 
Dr. Frederico Allodi, a member of the Canadian 
Medical Group which helps politieal refugees who 
have been tortured, said Saturday he recently studied 
41 torture victims and found all have suffered severe 
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Israel 
evicts 
jewish 
squatters 
JERICHO, Israel (AP) - -  
I s rae l i  soldiers began 
deleting about 2,000 militant 
Jewish nationalists who set 
up 31 temporary camps 
overnight' on the occupied 
West Bank today, 
A spokesman for the 
settlers said they would go 
peacefully. Army helicop- 
ters flew ever the camps, 
asking the people to leave 
quietly. Radio Israel said 
settlers were removed from 
10 camps by mid-morning. 
"This is Just the first of 
y aciions we will take," 
a spokesman for the 
ultra-nationalist Gush 
Emunim, or Bloc of the 
Faithful, which organized 
the operation after Prime 
l~ininter l~nnchem Bogin's 
government rejected their 
demand that Israel seize 
Arab-owned 'lands on the 
West Bank of the Jordan 
River for Jewish settlement. 
The settlers lipped out of 
existing West Bank set- 
tlements during the night to 
build "footholds" in almost 
every comer of.the captured 
territory where the 
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from severe anxiety, insomnia nd nightmares about 
persecution. 
Children who witnessed violence in their homes, or 
saw a parent or parents taken away, need special 
help, Alledi added. 
Dr. John Marshall, also of the Canadian Medical 
Group, said 25 general praetitioners and 12 
psychiatrists are involved in diagnosing and assisting 
torture victims from Latin America and West African 
countries who apply for refugee status in Canada. 
The group, formed in 1978, has 150 physicians and 
provides voluntary medical services for torture 
victims who apply for refugee status in Toronto, 
Winnipeg and Calgary. 
Marshall said about 150 torture victims have been 
assessed in Canada since 1970. 
Palnstinisn residents are to ~ 
he~.giwn,.hom, e rule next  :,~.,~..,'~--~ ,./ I /i'" year, 
Elyakim Haetzni, a Gush ~/ 
Emunim spokesman, said / 
the purpose was to press / /  
demands for the government 
to increase the .area of 
Jewish settlements to as 
much .as 50,000 acres from 
about 4,000 ncres within the / 
next six months. / 
The wildcat action 
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C utbaek 
fear  here  
• Service groups call for lobby 
~ By ED YUDIN Retarded, the Golden'  All the groups are 
Herald Staff Writer Rule, and the Debt facing financial problems 
,i '~ ~,, Local  communi ty  Counselling Service. of one sort or another. 
~ ~ ~  service organizations, 
fearful of anticipated 
funding cutbacks, are 
calling for the establish- 
ment of a community 
resources board in 
, ' i~  i~  Terrace, 
The half dozen service 
' ~ groups met with Skeena 
MLA Frank Howard in an 
information workshop at 
the Terrace Hotel on 
Saturday afternoon. 
The 29 representatives 
who attended the af- 
ternoon workshop are 
calling for such a board to 
co-ordinate the activities 
• of the numerous and often 
......... over lapp ing serv ice  
organizations. As con- 
ceived at the workshop, 
• 'the communityresources formation, policies and can provide 
." " t,,~,.d ...... h~ . . . .  ;,,o ;,,; The bill, a major May 22 enough votes to enable the 
. . . . . . .  election promise o the Con- government tobeat the Lib- 
tunazng f rom me " ~ , .- _ .  . servatlves, wfllbe given high eral motion, 
......... . ...,:....,~....=~..~::. ,: .  ~ -...~o~nctaA;,...g.overnment: priority ~y~gi~0vemment,... Given ~.that -none. of tl~ 
and De comprmea ot meal It will be the first original opposition parties are 
people, piece of legislation brought anxious to topple the new 
Organizations uch as 
the Women's Growth 
Centre and the Golden 
Rule employment service 
are feeling the financial 
pinch with the imminent 
end of the Canada Works 
program. The new Tory 
government has in- 
dicated it will not renew 
the program which 
means Canada Works 
funded organizations will 
have to search elsewhere 
for funding. 
MLA Frank Howard 
said the presentations 
made on Saturday by 
each of the groups were 
" lucid" in expressing 
the i r  fears about he 
uncertainty of future 
funding. He indicated he 
will write Premier Bill 
Bennett and Human 
Resources  .Minister 
Grace McCarthy about 
thecommunity resources 
board idea. 
Workshop organizer 
Paul Johnson, however, 
admitted his disap- 
pointment over the 
turnout. Organizations 
making presentations 
included the Women's 
Growth Centre, the 
Terrace and District 
Community Services, the 
Skeena Works Youth 
Incentive program, the 
Northern Delights Co-op, 
l'he Terrace Association 
for the Mentally 
Tortes face 
tougher test 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  The supporting his non- 
minority Progressive confidence motion on Petro- 
Conservative government, Canada. 
which emerged unscathed But the party, which has 
from its first challenge in the provided a sustained attack 
Commons last week, faces a on the Conservatives over 
tougher test tonight when Petro-Canada since the May 
MPs vote on a Liberal non- 22 election, should have little 
confidence motion over Tory difficulty supporting the 
plans for Petro-Canada. Liberal motion. 
The vote will he among the The outnumbered Tortes 
highlights of a week that will do not appear to face defeat 
include introduction of the in the Commons because the 
much-heralded government tiny Social Credit group 
bill on freedom of in- supports its Petro-Canada 
government and send 
Canadians back to the polls, 
some members may come 
down with a case of 
'diplomatic flu' just to make 
sure t~ government does 
not fall, 
Although Petro-Canad~. 
has dominated opposition 
debate on the throne speech, 
Prime Minister Clark has 
studiously avoided comment 
on the issue. 
Clark did not even mention 
the oil company or his 
government's plans •for it 
during his speech to the 
Commons during 'leaders' 
day. 
Power 
outage 
planned, 
sort of 
There was a one and one 
half hour power outage 
'Friday in KItimat, which 
began at about 8:30 a.m., 
according to Doug Lozza, 
spokesman for B.C. Hydro. 
Lozza said that the power 
outage was a planned outage 
to begin with, but just as the 
power was being shut down, 
a preliminary switching 
device failed and shut down 
the system right back to the 
sub-station. The part that 
failed was an air-brake 
switch that opens and closes 
the power line. 
The outage was planned 
originally as a haft-hour 
outage, to allow crews to do 
some preliminary switching. 
followed a cabinet decision IP'hy is Mitch Kohi holding this strange weapon? See story page 3. Sunday to allocate about 
1,000 acres of West Bank, 
Fog causes collision five existing settlements and to build a new Jewish town south of Jerusalem. However, the '  cabinet 
'unanimously r~Jected set- , 
tiers' demands that it seize VANCOUVER (CP) -- A damaged but the bridge's . The bridge crosses 33.6 million bushels of silo 
p'Ivate Arab property for Japanese freighter is under support structure and Burrsrd Inlet to provide rail space. 
Jewish enclaves, arrest in Vancouver harbor mechanical equipment was connections to bulk ter- A light rain fell early 
today, but the ship can't damaged heavily., minais on the harbor's north Sunday over southwestern 
Working by ear headlights leave anyway. Harbor officials are shore that handle grain, B.C., improving Visibility 
and flashlights, about 80 The24,000.tonJapanErlca waiting for engineer ap- sulphur, coal and other considerably. 
f~aUatters raised the Israeli trapped itself -- and two proval before allowing ships commodities. 
g and slapped together a other deep-sea freighters -- to pass under the raised Clark said a CN estimate Pair share 
tin hut and makeshift ents by knocking down a portion bridge, said harbormastor of two months for bridge 
about one kllometre outside ~ the Second Narrows train Captain Henry Vondette. repairs is impractical and peace  nrlze 
the ancient West Bank town bridge when it attempted to Don Jamienon, chief alternate arrangements 
eL Jericho, 22 kllomelres leave the harbor in a heavy engineer for Canron Inc., the promised by rail and harbor STOCKHOLM (AP) -- The 
northeast of Jerusalem and fog Friday. company that made the officials will be inadequate. 1979 Nobel Prize for Physics 
theslteofJnshua'sdefcatof The damage will cost bridge, said Sunday com- was awarded today to two 
U n d e r I n t e r i m U.S. scientists, Sheldon the Canaanites. Canada millions of dollars, pany experts have surveyed arrangemenip, grain will be Giashow and Steven 
The wildcat settlement officials say, because the the structure to estimate 
nelworkwascourdinatedby harber'smulti-mllllon.dollar work needed to stabtlize snd brought in by B.C. Raft Weinberg of Harvard 
Gush Emunim, which wants Imsin~ will be cut 16 per restore the bridge, through Pripee George, University, and a Pakistani 
sulphur will be rorouted to who works in Italy, Abdus Israel to annex the West cont wldle the brldge in out of "The impact of the ac- nearby Port Moody, coal to Salam, for joint elec- 
Bank and the Gaze Strip, commission, cldent, not only on the local .Roberts Bank, south of Van. tromagnetic studies of 
captured from Jordan in the Shi[~ping a ents, Canadian B.C. economy, but on. the couver, and potash nnd phes. elementary particles. 
1967 Arab-Israeli war, and • National Railways and nailonaleconomy, issogrsat phate will cress the harbor 
opposes the EgyptianIsraeli harbor officials are that he railway is certain to on rail barges, harbor of. Salem 'is the first 
plan to give home rule to the discussing whether the ' make a quick decision," fictais said.. 
areas' 1.1 million Pale- Japan Erica should post a Jamieson said. Pakistani to win a Nobel 
stiniann. • bond before sailing. Bill Clark, Progressive At best, the harbor's Prize. 
Gush Emunim believes The ship had a pilot on Conservative MP for Van- ability to movewheatwfll be The Swedish Royal 
that only a large Jewish board when it missed the couverQuadra, said he will cut by 15 per cent, said Dick Aeademy of Sciences cited 
population on the West Bank raised centre section of the ask federal Transport Lefter, manager of a grain- them "for their contributions 
will prevent he Palnstinians bridge and plowed into one of Minister Don Mazankowsky handling company, to the theory of Unified weak 
from setting up an  in- the fixed sections, for emergency aid to get North shore grain sto¢|p and electromagnetic n- 
dependent state after they The freighter, loaded with quick repairs made to the capacity aecounis for 41 per t e r a c t i o n b e t w e e n 
get autonomous home rule. logs, was only slightly export artery, cent of Vancouver's totslof elementary particles 
MARCH 1,1_980 PLANE CRASH 
in by the new government. 
Meantime, the debate on 
the speech from the throne 
read at last week's opening 
of Parliament will continue 
through 'the week. It is 
possible to have another vote 
of confidence on Wednesday 
although one was not in sight 
Friday. The Commons will 
vote Friday on a Tory motion 
which in effect says the 
Commons approves of the 
contents of the throne 
speech. 
On Petro-Canada, the Con- 
servatives happily watched 
an NDP non-confldence 
motion easily defeated in the 
Commons .on Thursday, 
when all but one Liberal and 
26 New Democratic Party 
members sided with the 
government. The vote was 
223 to 27. 
But the vote should be 
much closer tonight as 
Liberals support heir own 
non-confidence motion, 
which condemns the 
government for undermining 
the government.owned oil 
company by seeking to 
dismantle it. 
Standing in the 982-seat 
Commons is Conservative 
136, Liberal 113, NDP 26, 
'Social Credit 5, vacant 2. 
Speaker James Jerome, a 
Liberal, can vote only to 
break a tie. 
Opposition Leader Pierre 
Trudeau has said he will 
make sure his members are 
in the Commons for the 
crucial vote, although e will 
not stoop to dragging Liberal 
MPs from their sick beds. 
NDP Leader Ed Broad- 
bent has accused the 
Liberals of hypocrisy for not 
KILLS PAIR 
Two men killed in a John Hiram, 16, of Maple 
plane crash were among Ridge, nearly ended in 
at least four persons who tragedy. 
d ied  acc identa l ly  in  T im rescuers  were  in a 
British Columbia during 
the weekend, canoe checking crab 
traps wben they heard the 
Paul Ertokson, 19, of craphin fog. After picking 
the Vancouver suburb of up Erickson, their canoe 
Burnaby, survived, the capsized in large waves 
crash in Howe Sound 
Friday night but Carl and all three had to swim 
SJohome, 30, of Qusdra 70 metres to shore. 
Erickson was taken to Island, and the pilot. hospital with back and leg 
whose name was withheld injuries. 
by police, died in the 
wreck. The other two 'bodies 
I~.rickson's rescue by are believed in the 
Squamish RCMP Con- wreckage in more than 
stable William Kranz and_~50 metres of water. 
I I 
Amalgamation decision date set 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
March 1, 1980 has been set as the tentative deadline 
for a decision on the Terrace-Thornhlll amalgamation 
question. A committee consisting of representatives of 
both communities met for the first time last week with 
representatives of the provincial government. 
"The committee was formed to examine the pros 
and cons and put a dollar figure on amalgamation," 
said Terrac.e Mayor Dave Moroney, adding that the 
fmancial cost of the feasibility of a Thornhill in- 
corporation will also be closely looked at. 
Thornhlll representative L a Watmongh thinks the 
committee will find that amalgamation won't be any 
cheaper than incorporation for Thornhill. While 
pleased that a study is underway, Watmough ex- 
pressed concern that "all the plans and the funding 
that are available from the province are being 
directed towards amalgamation rather than in- 
corporation." 
According to Watmough, most Thornhill people are 
leaning towards incorporation ofthe community into a 
separate municipality as "everybody likes to control 
their destiny." If the committee decides on 
amalgamation, the issue will go to a referendum in 
beth Terrace and Thornhfll. 
If the committee, on the other hand, rejects the idea 
of merging Terrace and Thornhill into a single 
community, he says it is "almost certain" Thornhill 
will opt for incorporation, rather.than remain as is. 
"It has to come soon. The regional district of 
Kitimat-Stikine is too unwieldy for a community to 
progress und :r th t system," added Watmough. 
The committee viii appoint a chairman at this 
Thursday's m,~et;... In addition, technical advisors; 
probably tile Tetlace District administrator Bob 
HaUsor and some of the municipal planners, will be 
appointed to provide data for the inevitable decision. 
Aside from Watmongh, Jim Piper is also 
representing Thornhili, with Alice Chen Wing sitting 
on the committee for the Rome District. Maroney will 
alternate with Alderman Alan Sourer, and the mayor 
has appointed Aldermen Helmut Giesbrecht, Bob 
Cooper and Jack Talstra to serve as the Terrace 
representatives on the committee. 
A couple of additional appointments still have to be 
made. Watmough indicated he was pleased with 
Maroney's council appointments. 
who had obtained a copy of 
advance. 
Columbia's giveaway of 
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Tories urged to follow the BCRIC road /i ?, NEWS BRIEFS "1 
fedeTOraRl(~ov%Orn(CPn~ha-sbTeebon shares in its eon~]omerate of "sharco under the new plan` debt and privatising the Oils Ltd , an exploration con ~ iWf f i f~e~l~n~yB~t~ 
former Crown corporations, Broadbent was quick to at- profits." sortium formed with 2g 
urged to return moat of the the plan, due for release tack the plan, saying it Under the giveaway plan, private companies. 
highly.profitable assets of today, also urges the amounted to keeping Petro. ownership of initial shares The report by the three ad. LONDON (AP) --  Britain ~Jected the proposed in- 
Petro.Canada to private creation of a government Canada's money-losing wouldhorentrictedtoCena- visaro appointed by Clark announced today It will go dependence onstitution. " 
hands by giving free shares agency that would assume parts, hut selling off the diana and the shares could marks near, fulfilment of a ahead with separate in- 
dependence talks with Prime The dramatic turn in. the to all Canadians. all Petro-Canada's debts and wofit-making assets, not be traded for six months, promise made by the Con- 
The recommendation, retain all responsibility for "The meaning of this is However, once trading of servatives during last Minister Abel Musorewa of peace talks opens the way 
made by Prime Minister negotiating oil agreements Zimbabwe Rhodesia after for British recognition of its 
Clark's advisory committee with other countries, that the government will the shares begins, in- spring's election to sell 
on the stateowned oil The new ngeney aiso would destroy Petro-Canada, dividnals would be allowed Petro-Canade. guerrilla chiefs again wartorn rebel colony. 
agency, was disclosed promote research and which most Canadians want to accumulate up to one . to keep," Broadbent sald of cent of ~ the stock, with l~r. However, Broadbent 
Sunday by New Democratic development and advise the the plan, given him in a stitutional investors allowed vowedthat the NDP had Just 
Party Leader Ed Broadbent, minister of energy, mines ,,~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~^~ ,, un to two uer cent. beaus its fight to save the se plan, giv, brown envelope,' . up two per cent. mgun sm fight 
$3.5-b i l l ion  corporation 
Hua welcomed in Paris 
and resources. 
the committee's report in Treasury Board President Breadbent told 250 Ontario The committee also urged which reported a 1978 profi t
Sinclair Stevens aid in an Now Democrats he report is that Petro-Canada keep two- of $13A million. 
Modelled on British interview Canadians would "deceptive qunchery--and thirdaeftheagency's48-per- ~ "We cannot allow Joe 
get.about $100 worth of free ,mounts to "anclalizin~ the cent own~rshiv of Punarctic "Clark to gamble with 
Policeman killed in jailbreak 
SEA~'~LE (AP) -- A city also might have been killed, included Donald (Duck) scattered, but the policeman 
police officer was shot and 
wounded severely and a 
King County Jail prisoner 
wan fatally shot Sunday 
night in a jailbreak that 
might have been engineered 
by a murder convict, au- 
thorities aid. 
City police information 
officer Lee Libb~ said five of 
the seven prisoners who had 
escaped were recaptured, a 
sixth was dead and a seventh 
A six-block area down- 
town, including a number of 
city, county state nd federal 
effices, was cordoned off by 
police after the incident as 
police dogs were used to 
search for any other 
prisoners who might have 
escaped. State troopers 
searched the county cour- 
thouse, which houses the Jail. 
Police Chief Patrick Fitz- 
simmons aid the esca~ess 
;.O e71 sa i 4 ] 
Martin of New Orleans, 
jailed in connection with a 
rash of rapes and murders in 
Seattle, and Artle Ray 
Baker, convicted of Idliing a 
United States Customs of. 
ricer at the Lynden, Wash. 
border crossing south ef 
Abbotsford, B.C. 
E. L. Utile, a Washington 
State Patrol supervisor at 
the courthouse, said he was 
told that Baker had 
-engineered the escape. 
Officer Frank Alexander 
was taken to hospital with 
gunshot wounds through the 
chest, in the side of the face 
' and in the hip, officers aid. 
'Tve heard he'll be all 
right because It (the bullet 
through the chest) went in arrested one after firing a 
and out," Libby said. qh0t. 
There were at least two As the alarm was being 
separate exchanges of sounded, the spokesman 
gunfire shortly after the said, Alexander and another 
escape, officer saw some of the 
Llbby sa id  an un- prisoners. Each officer 
determined number of ar- made one arrest, then 
med persons entered the Jail Alexander was shut and the 
about• 6:50 p.m. PDT,  man he arrested escaped 
rounded up the guards and into a car driven by another 
fled with several prisoners, escaper. Alexander was 
He said that before .the foundwounded and crawling 
alarm was sounded, an of- on the ground. 
ricer became suspicious Both prisoners in the car 
when he spotted about 10 were arrested after it 
persons on the street, some crashed into another car in 
wearing Jail clotidn~. When front of a downtown movie 
they spotted him, they theatre, police said. 
She's crazy but not insane 
SEATTLE (AP) - -  Her determining criminal in- said. "To not take into ac'. 
friends, co-workers, church 
officials, estranged husband 
and examining psychiatrists 
all belleved Tanya Adams 
had gone crazy. 
So did the King County 
Superior Court Jury in her 
first*degree murder trial for 
drowning her two little boys. 
But they nonetheless 
rejected her plea of innocent 
by reason of insanity and 
returned a guilty verdict 
Saturday-- hut not without a 
blast at the standard for 
sanity, count he full personality is
Jury forman Baxter offensive to me." 
Zilbauer said all 13 Jurors Mrs. Adams, 25, admRted 
believed the definition for' throwing her sons Ryan, 2 l- 
criminal insanity was 2, and Christopher, 1 1-2, off 
"morally effensive." a bridge early on Feb. ~. 
He said n legal principal 
dating bach to old English 
law, which asks whether the 
defendant knew right from 
wrong, was too narrow. 
"We were forced to say 
whether she knew right from 
wrong in an intellectual 
sense, not any other," he 
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Defense lawyers argued 
she became emotionally 
unhinged after discovering 
her husband was having an 
affair, his desertion on 
Thanksgiving, 
"She believed that she was 
evil, that her husband was 
evil and that the only way to 
save (the boys) from hell' 
was to send them to 
heaven," said J.D. Evam, 
one of the defense lawyers. 
Because Mrs. Adams went 
to the police and confessed a 
few hours alter killing the 
bays, Jurors concluded she 
know what she was doing, 
'Juror Ralph Peters, said. 
1975 by the former Liberal 
government and now in- 
mclved in roles ranging from 
exploration to running a 
chain of servi~:e stations. 
"Petrocan is not an ab- 
stract idea, it has become 
the great Canadian ouccoas 
stow in the energy field." 
He said Clark seems to 
think a government agency 
cannot succeed, adding that 
the PetroCanada report 
appears to share the prime 
minister's view. 
• Breadbent said the report 
says  a Crown corporation 
cannot assume the two tasks 
of making money and 
dealing with national con- 
corns. It also said one of its 
duties is to reduce direct 
federal government in-. 
velvement in energy. 
The British Columbia Re- 
. sources InVestment Corp. 
(BCRIC) resulted in one of 
the largest stock sub- 
scriptions in Canadian 
financial history-- 96,~50,000 
sher.es were issued and the 
company raised $487 million. 
Premier Bill Bennett 
decided in January ~ to 
dismantle the" Crews-owned 
investment company, set up 
• be the previous NDP 
government, and issue five 
free shares to each eligible 
B,C. resident. Residents also 
had the optics of buying up to 
5,000 shares at a set price of 
a share. ' 
Before it entered the 
Toronto Stack Exchange, 
almost all of BCRIC's two 
million shareholders were 
B.C. ruidente. 
The new' federal Petre- 
Canada gency proposed in 
the report would promote 
research and development 
as well as advising the 
minister of energy, mines 
and resources. 
At a Liberal party policy 
conference in Winnipeg, 
finance critic Herb Gray 
said Sunday the report's 
recommendations mean 
taxpayers will have to fl- 
nance high.risk exploration. 
Art Phillips, Vancouver 
, Centre Liberal MP and a 
caucus resources critic, said 
breaking up Petro.Caunda 
' F IRST  PRIZE " 
PARIS (AP) - -  Chinese 
Premier Hue Guofeng 
arrived in' Paris to a 
triumphant welcome today 
as he began the first visit to 
Western Europe by a 
Chinese Communist head of 
state. 
- President Valery Giscard 
d'Estaing greeted Hun at 
Orly Airport as the Chinese 
leader started a three.weck 
tour of France, West C~r- 
many, Britain and Italy. Tba 
French government rolled 
out an extra-long red carpet 
to his plane, and placed 
another special carpet in the 
airport Salon of Honor to 
convey "exceptional warm- 
th," said one official. 
Leak shuts power plant 
PLATTEVILLE, Colo. Bill Dlckerson, the Nuclear 
(AP) - -  The Fort St. Vrain Regulatory Commission's 
nuclear power plant was iuspector for the plant, when 
shut down Sunday when a asked about the amount of 
small amount of radiation radiation released. 
escaped from a helium relief 
valve inside the reactor Dickerson said there is no 
kdlding, autility spokesman danger to the "surrounding 
said. environment or plant per- 
"It's insignificant," said eonncl." 
A battle against Times 
LONDON " (AP) - -  
Negot iat ing against a 
Wednesday night deadline, 
officials of The Times and 
the last holdout labor union 
reported considerable diffi- 
culties but some progress to. 
ward an end to the deadlock 
• that" has silenced the 194- 
yearold British institution 
for 11 months. 
Marmaduke Husaey, chief 
ex.ecutive of the Times 
Newspapers, said if 
agreement is not reached 
with the National Graphical 
Association by. Wednesday 
night, The Times, its 
educational nd literary sup- 
plements and its sister 
paper, The Sunday Times, 
will be shut down. 
The two newspapers and 
the supplements have not 
been printed since Nov. 30. 
Management suspended 
publication then after 
months of wildcat strikes 
that reduced production, a 
confusing welter of unions 
and branches to deal with 
and union resistance to new 
technology reducing the 
number of employees. 
• Castro home, NY quieter" 
NEW YORK ('AP) "L i fe  
• in a four.block "frozen zone" 
in mid-town Manhattan has 
returned to normal after 
Cuban President Fidel 
Castro left the city under the 
cover of darkness. 
during the Cuban leader's 
three.day visit.,, 
Castro's Russian-made 
llyushin.62 Jet took off from 
Kennedy International 
Airport before dawn Sunday, 
and federal officials later 
said it landed safely, in would take away moot of its 
clout in the petroleum in. Barricades were removed Havana. 
dnntry. Sunday in the area around During the W-hour visit, 
H the report is aceeptbJ, Cuba's mission to the United the leader of the world's 95 
Canada will have to depend Nations after Castro made a nonaligned states was 
On multinationals for in- hasty departure. Hundreds guarded continuously by 
ef law-enforcement officers, teams of Secret Service 
future.f°rmati°n on its energy .':.had, kept an armed vlgil-'ngents and police on foot. 
Hotelmen for the 
handicapped 
Y.,OT'r E lY"  
r 
EARLYBIRD-$10,O00 
OCTOBER,26 
FINA! ]} RAW 
NOVEMBER 23 
" ~'i:' ; ~ • . . . . .  i i~  
MEMBERS OFTHE HOTELS 
J ASSOCIATION WILL BE GIVING AWA  
FREE LUCKY LEO LOTTERY TICKETS 
.... ON OCTOBER 17, LOOK FOR 
Z ,  LUCKY LEO LOTTERY POSTERS 
' Lo  DISPLAYED IN HOTELS 
: " . . ' ] I  
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 :Skeena Jr opens a care Cur l ing  • 
?offe~icYal O~o;e~97:f thm involved in the Canteen Club. students were forced to eat run mainly by students 
th e Thestudentexeeutivesofthe lunch in the gym,' in under the direetion of school ,: season  ~eana School cafeteria. On club are Loretta Shannon, classrooms or outside. A staff. =, 
hand to help mark this oc. president; Bob Clifford, small canteen-type food :'; 
A jomt economic development commisston to casion were Jack Cook, vice-president; and Shella service which supplied soup, This cafeteria should offer ". 
". industr ia l  promote s/nai l  bus iness and un-erwayd developmen, .in the Regional School Board Chairman; Point, vice-president, sandwiches and dairy not only good food service :: 
The 1979.80 Silver An- 
niversary curling season in 
Terrace is upon us. 
The Ladies' Annual 
Potluck successfully kicked 
off. the year on Sept. 12.. 
Chairpersons for various 
committees were elected to 
co-ordinate the functions 
planned for this special 
season-special  because 
Terrace is celebrating three 
silver anniversary bonapiels, 
the Ladies" Valentine, the 
Loggers and the Legion. 
The rink is in fine cnndition 
after a summer of van- 
dalism. The ladies and men 
pooled their resources to 
scrub, clean a~,.d paint the 
remises, and the spirit 
played is just an in- 
dication of the season ahead. 
An Instructor's clinic Is 
scheduled for Oct. 19,20 and 
21. This clinic is for seasoned 
curlers only, the fee is $35 
and registration takes place 
at 8 p.m., Friday, Oct. 19, 
with classes commencing at
8:15 p.m. Dennis Booth is the 
contact for this clinic and 
can be reached at 635.5490. 
Due to its popularity last 
season, clinics will also he 
held for beginners sad thee 
wishing to improve their 
game, the dates to be an- 
nuunced at a later date. 
get under~ay the weekend  
Oct. 26, when a Ham and Egg 
Spiel is scheduled. This is a 
fun way to @t involved and 
includes a potluck and 
social. Curling starts at 8 
p.m. Friday, 26, and a $5 
entry fee will mean a lot of 
fun. New curlers are more 
than welcome. 
The Terrace Curling Club 
has been refinished and is 
ready to go, according to 
Gordon Dupllsae. The club 
has been repainted and 
redecorated bywork parties, 
and this season's Ice is being 
put down now. 
The club's first event of the 
year will be a Curl Canada 
level one instructor's course, 
to be offered on the Oct. 20 
weekend. If you are in. 
terested in becoming a 
curling instructor, call 
Dennis Booth at 635-5490 for 
further information. 
Two weeks after that, a 
course for beginners will be 
offered, hopefully to be 
staffed largely by the new 
instructors. Also, new teams 
are needed for the Men's, 
Mixed and Commercial 
leagues. Beginners are 
welcome, and can register as 
full teams or as individuals. 
Call Dupllssee for in- 
formation ff you are in- 
The season will officially . terested In joining a league. 
Recreation dept. 
offering freebies 
can become a voting 
member by purchasing a $2 
membership. 
Districts of 
Kitimat-Stlkine and the Central Coast will be 
established for the first time. Similar com- 
missions have been formed in other areas in B.C. 
The joint commission will be conducting 
economic studies and then making the in- 
formation available to business and industrial 
development interests. 
A staff member from the Re~onal  District of 
Kitimat-Stikine .will be appointed as com- 
missioner, though who receives the position is 
still open to question. 
"The success of the commission depends on 
the use people make of it," explained Bob 
Cooper, a director of the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine. 
Large scale development will be the respon- 
sibility of another commission set up by the 
provincial ministry of municipal affairs. 
"Our commission is not likely to have anything 
to  do with large development," Cooper con- 
firmed. 
ConServation honored 
VANCOUVE~t (CP) -- And Grey Owl (Archie 
Anahareo, widow of Grey Belaney), who was accepted 
Owl, the Englishman who as a native Indian until his 
was one of Canada's leading identity was revealed some 
conservationists, Sunday years after his death in 1938, 
became the second person to 
receive the Order of Nature. 
Albert Schweltzer was the 
only other person to receive 
the award, given 
posthumously ast year by 
the Paris-based Inter- 
national League for Animal 
Rights. 
Anahareo was honored 
later wrote It was her in- 
fluence that led him to give 
up trapping. 
Anaheree, a Mohawk who 
married Grey Owl in 1925 
and now lives in Kamloops, 
B.C., said she.vowed to never 
trap again after axing a haft- 
starved lynx, which had 
gnawed its trapped paw to 
the bone while attached to 
their trap. 
She condemned the use of with the Order for her 
devolation to conservation theleg.hold trap and said the 
and the protection ofanimals agony of the trapped animal 
at an event sponsored by the is the real cast of fur coats, 
Animal Defence League of not the coat's price. 
Joyce Kraune, Nan Harrison 
and Elaine Johnson, school 
beard members; and Frank 
Hamilton, the district 
suparinteodant. 
Tom Hamckawa, Skeena's 
principal, thanked the 
trustees for their support of 
the cafeteria project, saying 
it is something the staff and 
students have been looking 
forward to for a long time. 
He also thanked the 
volunteer parents for their 
time and effort In getting the 
cafeteria started, and 
acknowledged the con. 
tribution of the students 
WEATHER 
Northern Mainland, Queen 
Charlottes: Increasing 
' douds today and rain in the 
Queen Charlottes by 
evening. Highs today 12 to 15, 
lows tonight 5 to 7. Cloudy 
Tuesday with showers in the 
afternoon. Highs Tuesday, 
near 12. 
Thompson, Okanagan. 
Mainly sunny in the 
Thompson region and cloudy 
skies will clear this at. 
ternoon in the Okanagan. 
Highs today near 15, lows 
tonight 9 to 5. Sunny Tuesday 
with cloudy periods. Highs 
Tuesday near 15. 
Columbia, Kootenay: 
Cloudy with afternoon sunny 
periods today. Highs 12 to 15, 
lows tonight zero to 3. Sunny 
with cloudy periods 
Tuesday. Highs 13 to 15. 
Chllcotln, Caribou, Central 
In.tertor: Sunny today with 
Canada and the Animal 
Defence and Anti-Vivisec- 
tion Society of British 
"The dollar will never sink 
an low as the exercises by 
some to obtain it," she said 
morning fog in some areas. 
Highs 9 to 11, lows tonight 
minus 1 to minus 3. Sunny Terrace's:  . '  recreat ion  happens eyeryWednesctayat 
department "w~ld like tc Caledonia' Secondary gym Columbia. at the awards ceremony. Tuesday with increasing 
advise everym~' of the free, ' from 8 p.m, [0 10 p;m. Mess . , , , , . , ,~  clouds in the west by noon 
drop-in program~,-'which.are ;~indoor .~ sOccer.'::happens Search  on  ._:*odav .d rain by evening, Highs 
open to public l~artlclpation Monday from T p.m. toPp.m. Tuesday 9 to 12. 
"ill -eeonda m • . . . . . . . .  Greater Vancouver, Lower all season Ion at Thornh ~ ry gy g VICTORIA (CP) A paruy ciouoy wtm ram- " ' -- Fraser Vi l I~ Morning fog Ladies Keep Fit  classes Voll.ey.bui]. goes Wed.neada.ys se:Arch will resume today for showersrandsomefegonthe and low ciou~s with su~ 
take pace ~oncays at at upmnas gym, ann rugny a ,!ngl~ngine Cessna 17~. water . . . . . . . . . . . .  J 
Thornhlll Elementary gym, is played Tuesdays and that went missing Sunday on Fo~ planes from CFB ~l~v~n~o ~t=mlrn.,,°~t. ;^.,~.= , 
fi ! at : "" ~ "~, " " "  ,~,, ,s-~ and Thursdays at Thornhill Thursdays at Skeena ed aone.hogrflighttoCampbull Comox searched the area nao,., ot,.,, .,,n,~.a... =sh 
from 6'30 f;'50 m --".  " " "v  ".-~",'~' '..-, Primary gym, . • P . .  ~Uver from Victoria. until darkness after the r=' -  I- . . . . . . .  , - -  tTa . , . .  
p.m. toV:30p.m: both nights. ~ .^,  . . . . .  =o ~,,os~o~,s Searehand rescue officials plane was reported overdue. T~',~.~.,: ne~'fs"~ s' ~,,s-= 
. . . . .  i C o p p e r M o u n t a I n shine Coast, East Vancouver Sundays and Wednesdays a ~.t . . . .  ,-,~ ~--.~ =,, m *o 1~ Rev. Donald Mes of Sidney, Island about 230 kilomelres ~.,°.~ .~,,,~ ,~:,, .~,,.,.  
' m &t.$1~||i~llt4al~ &&vsHv~J .  • v v ===ms==: ~=.u%v --=~x. ~..=vuu~ Thornldll Secondar 7 gy . . . .  ~ . . . .  h .... ~ . . . .  and eaasengers Mary Ellen north o f  Victoria. ~=e/~e*,~l=,, w*,h.t~,,, , ,  
and Women s volleyball is., '~b . ,  h.,~,,=,,, w,,d,~aa.i/' Klngsfleld and Valerle . . . .  a toni . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  rh . . . .  : ._~.~ . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ovv_ .__ght,,?, to 9..Cloudy from S p.m. to 10 p . .  . t Wuerch, both of Victoria. " T " ~,.,.a°.,e.naW,~dn,~d.v,~at from 11.30 a.m. to 1 p.m. a . . . .  I~)M~ORTED~TBE.HEART uesday with .~rain, by 
~'~:"~"~'~'..="~:=~'~-=='~,:,= theTerrace Arena, and costs Officials say the plane was In ancient times, the herb evening. Highs Tuesday near 
,,~ o,,~ . . . . . . .  ".~ ~ .... $150 per day The planned last seen by an ac- basilwasbellevedtacomfcrt 13 Women s basketball m from ' ' 7:30p.m. to9 p.m. Mondays women's hockey has been companying aricreft as it the heart by expelling me- North and West Vancouver 
at Uplands Primary gym cancelled due to lack of passed over Laaqueti Island. lancholy and cleansing the Island: Sunny "with a few 
and there is a scrub Interest. Weather at the time was lungs, cloudy pedods today. 
volleyball league at Thor- J 
shill Secondary gym Mon- 
days from 7:30 p.m. to 10 
p.m., and Friday from 7 p.m. 
to I0 p.m. Individuals are .J 
welcome ~.jo~ in ~ m,.. 
FROM 2481 alter 6 p.m. Women's indoor soccer I 
Service group EC T VE  
ho|d meetings BU I - A N 0  sA"  ' The Terrace and District 
Community Services is 
holding its annual meeting 
on Wednesday, Oct. 17 at 
7:50p.m. The meeting wlll B U I L U ~ ? p  T O ~ 5  ~ 0 0 0  OO 
take place at the Caledonia i 
lecture theatre. All members 
and general public are in- 
vited, advises Dave 
Gellately, the TDCS • 
chairman. ' • " , 
"It's a great oppor.nlty ',oflthe following for people to get involved in PLUS receive one the community," he said. A - -  . ~ ...i, ~:!,~ ' .  ':' , 
number of directorships will 
be up for election. Anyone ~.-.=,,=.-, 
BURN WOOD 
AND SAVE MONEY! 
HEATERS 
Exc lus ive  pa l  
entod fftalu/f~ 'r, rd 
A sh l ' ;y  Wood 
Hotlters Will prO, 
v ide  you Wl fh  
yqar round heat 
lot  ~1 Iol , r ; ss  Ih;,rl 
o ther  hit ~,lor 5 
Choice! D( hi lnq 
sortlrt c~hlrlf~t r;* 
console s lyl lnq ot Itl{t ItCOUOfTty models 
• Sizes to heat up to 6 rooms or mote 
• U ler l  report up  to 75% fuel savings 
• Bui ld only one tire e season 
• Fi l l  only once in 12 hours ,  , . 
eyed in coldest temperatures. 
WtHI; It,s [ . ! ;  l tJllll,t 
BLAZE 
"Ott - 
 EG¢ ,s 
i 
I ndust r ies  
of  Canada,  L td .  
50 E lnc l ron ic  AVe, 
Pod Moody. B C V314 2RB 
PLUS no mortgage payments til Jan.1980 
Meet our representative on MUNROE STREET 
this week 
and choose the home that suits you bestl 
or after hours call 635-6302, Room 30. 
~ m m m m . J  
AND DEVELOPMENT LTD. 
3861-15th Ave. Prince George, B.C. 
Phone 562-4114 MEMBER OF HUDAC 
Following the formalities 
everyone enjoyed a lunch 
chosen from cheese and ham 
or smoked meat sandwiches 
and hot soup, complimented 
With the cafeteria's usual 
array of dairy products. 
The canteen was the 
number one project of 
Skeena School last year. 
Although the intei'ior still 
needs decorating, the 
students have not neglected 
this aspect of the completion, 
but have merely delayed it 
pending the acquisition of 
more funds. 
Up until this year. the  
products was operated by 
students and was quite 
popular, but inadequate. 
Hence the student room- 
cafeteria project. 
The cafeteria called for the 
amalgamation of three 
adjacent rooms to allow the 
construction of the kitchen 
area, the eating area and a 
student lounge area. 
The kitchen includes a 
storage room, appliances, 
and preparation and serving 
counters. The idea of the 
kitchen is to serve hot, 
nutritious meals at a low 
c~t. The operation will be 
NO NEW JoBs 
and a more relaxed social :' 
atmosphere to the schoolts 
students but will also serve :. 
the staff for use in a multi- ? 
class.situation, such as film ;,: 
showings and guest ;, 
speakers, In addition, the ;: 
food service will offer ex- 
cellent training and ex-'~" 
perience opportunities to -"- 
interested students. ,, 
The students and staff are ": 
looking forward to using this. 
facility and are very pleased 
that the board of school l 
trustees have supported the 
project financially. 
KJtimat too quiet 
By ED YUDIN He says that despite more jobs and encouraging ;':
Herald Staff Writer Kitlmat's population of employers with a potential ~:; 
A federal tax credit plan 13,000, there is a very small tax break of $3,000 or more 
has helped 3,600 employers bus iness  communi ty ,  and is working out pretty "': 
create some 5200 jobs in B.C. espe(:ially compared to well." 
and the Yukon.but has failed Terrace. Haines admitted that while ' 
to create a single job in I don't think there's the the reaction in Terrace has ': 
Kitimat. However, the opportunity for the small been more encouraging than ~.. 
employment incentive business to expand in KRlmat, it has still met with ii 
program has succeeded in Kitimat, perhaps that's the less success than other parts i: 
creating 24 jobs in the reason the employment tax of the province. Haines 
Terrace district, credit program has not explained the employer must 
Basically for every new caught on," he said. have been in business for 12 
job created, the plan allows Despite the disappointing months to be eligible for the 
the Northern employer to response to the program, tax credit. The new job that 
deduct $1.75 per hour of Gidiey says the employment is to be created must be for 
wages paid out, from his picture in Kitimat is "very at least three months 
taxable . income for a stable." duration and pay a minimum 
maximum of 12 months. The Meanwhile, Bob Haines, wage. The job must also 
program is aimed at' small the manager of the Canada offer 35 to 40 hours am- 
businesses. It seems, Employment• Centre in ployment per week. More 
however, to have had little Terrace, says that since information is available at 
impact on Kitimat April 1, 16 agreements has the Canada Employment 
businessmen, resulted in 24 jobs. in the Centres in Terrace and 
"We've advertised and Terrace area. That district Kitimat. 
sent out pamphlets and we' includes north to Telegraph 
also had representatives Creek and east to Houston. A BAKER'S DOZEN 
from Prince George and "Unlike some of our In medieval times, bakers 
Kamloops canvass the ares, programs there is no who shorted their customers 
but it doesn't seem to work," obligation to provide were Jailed. To avoid the 
was the reaction of Bill training or visitations from problem, bakers started 
Gidley, the manager of the cur office staff," Haines putting 13 buns in a dozen -- 
Canada EmploymentCentre explained, hence the term baker's 
in Kitimat, "The name of the game i s  dozen, 
BRIDGESIONE 
BI.S.CI( ICE 
WINTER RADIALS 
A wet road surface - rapidly falling temperatures - a driver's 
nightmare. Black ice! Bridgestone's new Black Ice Radial is 
made with a special "Ice Compound Rubber" that gives you 
improved adhesion on treacherous icy road surfaces and on 
all winter road conditions. 
The Black Ice Radial. Bridgestone's newest winter radial - 
backed by Bridgestone's famous passenger tire Road Hazard 
Guarantee! 
BRIDGESTONE TIRIE  
PItL)V| N A IK3UND 1)iL W(')RI  l]  
CEDARLAND TIRE 
4929 Keith Avenue Terrace 
Tel: 635-6170 
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EDITORIAL I 
We should think and practise Fire 
Prevention every day of the year. 
Of the nearly 10,000 Canadians end 
Arnerlcans who died in building fires last 
year, 9 out of 10 died at horne-most 
during the nighttime hours-many died 
right where they slept.smoke and 
poisonous fumes never gave them 8 
chance. Countless ~housands were in. 
~ ured and many will never recover from 
he devastations of home fires. 
The smoke that can kill or harm you, 
can actually save you by activating 
smoke alarms. Authorities state that 90 
per cent of Canada's fire victims can be 
saved with adequate fire detection. 
Only about 30 per cent of Canadians 
have Installed smoke alarms in their 
homes, and the majority are under the 
wrong impression that one alarm is 
adequate protection. 
To give your family the protection that 
they deserve there are several things 
you can do. 
Install a minimum of one alarm per 
level of your home. 
Do not buy alarms on price alone for 
the life safety of your family-qual ity and 
reliability can mean your safety. Three 
types of residentlal alarms are now 
available: 
Ionization--The most widely used type 
to,date; PhQ~to-Electrlc--For smokey 
types of fires; COi~binaflon--lonization 
and Photo.Ere~tPl¢ for the  ultimate in 
detection. 
Maintain your alarms.according to the 
manufacturers Instruction and vacuum 
periodically. It is of the utmost im- 
portance to replace the battery with only 
the type recommended by the 
• manufacturer. The wrong type batter~, 
could fall in a fire emergency. 
.o. 
. : ..r..'.~p~l~. ~o~.who collect funny 
,' J:~~'lt~tl~S,:" that's enough to 
' J keep 171 million 6G-watt light 
[ bulbs glowing. Or to put it a 
~ It A It A r '  It, I T I more pertinent way, it's the 
~k _K I IU l  lU l  rm l ~J  I I equlvalentof300,000barrela 
"~m v a w • • • • a... | • | I of cootly hnported (~I each 
By DON SCHAFFER I daY. 
| And hydroelectric power is 
. . . .  ~. . _ inexhaustible. Aslong as the 
Last week I was aes]gned to |nterv|ew a looaJ rainfalls and the rivers flow, 
C,Y , 
F . " '  
• "Dammit ,  man - -  don ' tyou  know there's a recession on?" 
JAMES BAy 
Quebec wins power play 
By ERIC HAMOVITCH 
and 
PIERRE BEAUREGARD 
LA GRANDE.2, Que. (CP) 
-- When Premier Rane 
Levesque pulls the switch 
that sends tons of icy water 
cascading through the 
turbines in this giant LG-2 
power station, Quebec will 
begin collecting the Jackpot 
from a $15-bllllon 
hydroelectric gamble. 
James Bay hy.(koelecb'lc 
power, billions of watts of it, 
will surge I;00Q kilometres 
south .to Montreal Oct. 37, 
when Levesque Inaugurates 
the huge subterranean 
powerhouse, nclosed in a 
rock-walled cathedral 
sculpted by dynamite 137 
metres below the surface of 
the earth. 
The river the Cres call 
Chisasibi and the Quebncois 
call La Grande Riviere will 
generate 10,269 megawatts 
(millions of watts) by 1~5. 
I 
resident who was one of the pioneer settlers of the the supply of clean, safe 
Nasa Valley. I admit to being blase about the power need never end. 
WILL LAST DECADES 
The first phase of the 
James Bay project is costing 
$15.1 billion, a heavy burden 
for Quebec'a six million 
people. But for decades to 
come they'll be able to heat 
their homes, cook their 
meals, power their factories 
and light their offices using 
water as the source of fuel. 
Three power plants are 
being built on the Le Orandu 
River in the first phase, 
along with a scrles of dams 
and dikes to divert other 
rivers -- nine dams and 160 
dikes in all. 
The LG-2 dam, three kilo. 
metres long and higher than 
the Great Pyramid of Egypt, 
feeds the biggest and most 
powerful hydroelectric plant 
In North America. 
The reservoir behind the 
dam will cover an area half 
the size of Prince Edward 
Island. The network of high- 
tension lines connecting it to 
southern Quebec could 
stretch from Ha.lifax to 
Vancouver. 
The sheer magnitude of it 
has struck, the popular 
imagination of Quebec with 
an impact that hasn't 
escaped the man pulling the 
switch. Already, tens of 
thousands of tourists have 
visited the site and come 
away marvelling. 
SPUR8 CAMPAIGN 
LG-2 is a symbol of power, 
as solid an indication of set(. 
sufficiency as Levesque 
could hope to find in hi, 
effort to sell Quebecers on 
,the notion that they can 
make it on their own aa an 
independent country. 
The message can hardly 
fail to come across as 
television viewers watch 
Levesque- surrounded by 
200 political and financial 
lcaders from ~ana. da and .... 
assignment when I got it, just another story and 
twenty minutes in the darkroom. 
When I finally got around to the appointment I had 
made, I wasn't at my beat, with a cold that made me 
want to go home to bed. Somewhat reluctant, I went. 
O~vtile Spencer is full of stories, anecdotes and 
vigor. At 70, he is much more energetic than most 23- 
ysar-olds I know, including myself. He has witnessed 
the growth of the urea around Terrace, and the 
reduction of the area where he grew up. He met the 
pilots who landed their three-engined cargo plane on 
the Nasa lava bed because they were lost, and 
possesses the first aerial photograph taken of Spencer 
Lake, named for his father Benjamin. 
He showed me photographs of the boat he and his 
brother built, built right from the trees. The two cut 
and hand-planed 1,500 feet of woed'for the boat. It 
survived aflood, log-Jams and years of hard use. 
He told me enough stories in an hour to fill the 
paper, so many worthwhile stories that I couldn't 
possibly use them in my small article. Spencer could 
write a book about his llfe up the Nass. He has wor- 
thwhile insights, and a legitimate point tomake about 
the need for a drop-in centre for tida area's senior 
citizens. 
Not enough attention is paid to the "older" folks in 
our society. The desire most people have is to live a 
quiet life, with Just the spouse and maybe a child, 
maybe not. Once we leave home, our parents tend to 
be forgotten. Not so with the Spencer family, by all 
appearences anyway. But there are many people not 
as old as Spencer and his wife who are less capable of 
taking care of themselves, and who tend to be shuffled 
off to a home and forgotten. 
I would never say an invalid parent, or a parent 
incapable of his or her own care, should remain in the 
child's home. It is, however, one of the Iragedies of 
North American society that we simply leave our 
parents behind when we go, and think no more of 
them. It oftentimes i necessary to get help in earing 
for elderly parents, but it is also necessary never to 
forget that the old folks sometimes have gained a 
great deal of useful knowledge, good stories and 
sometimes even wisdom in the course of their lives. 
Certainly the elderly can be opinionated, and 
sometimes obnoxious. So can we all. They deserve to 
have some attention paid to them, and although that is 
easy to say, we sometimes need to be reminded of the 
fact. I was last Thursday. Thanks, Mr. Spencer, I had 
a great time. 
around the globe-- speak in 
woud affirmation of the 
province's world leadership 
in hydroelectric develop- 
ment. 
Unlike Alberta's vast oil 
sands deposits, controlled by 
pr ivate ly  . owned 
multinational 'companies, 
the James Bay project is a 
triumph of public enterprise. 
The dams and transmission 
lines are the property of 
Hydro.Quebec, the govern- 
ment-owned electric utility. 
The James• Bay Energy 
Corp., a Hydi'o subsldJhry, is
in change of building them. 
It was Levesque who led 
the fight to nationalize 
Quebee's private electric 
utilities when he served as 
Liberal minister of natural 
resources in the 1960s, and it 
was Levesque who talked 
then.premier Jean Lesoge 
into fighting a provincial 
election on the issue. 
And it was the Liberal 
campaign slogan In'~.~at.. 
election -- Maitres 'Ci~i 
Noos -- which became the 
rallying' cry of modern 
Quebec nationalism. 
LEVEaQUE ENRAGED 
Whether apecryphal or 
not, the story is still told in 
political circles of a time 
Levesque pounded the desk 
so hard he smashed the glass 
top during a meeting with an 
English-speaking executive 
of a private power company. 
The man, so the story 
goes, had asked if Levesque 
really thought French- 
Canadians could do as good a 
Job running the Quebec 
electrical grid as the private, 
English-owned companies. 
After nationalization i
1962, Hydro-Quchee b ckme 
one of the few places in the 
province where a French- 
speaking graduate in 
engineering orfinance could 
make a living While using his 
own language. And it was all 
done while maintaining an 
enviable reputation on Well 
Street for technological lead- 
ership and financial 
stability. ' 
The pursuit of his 
nationalist ideals has long 
since carried Levesque out 
st the Liberal party but there 
will be a few Liberal ghosts 
at the LG-2 opening 
• ceremqny. 
• Chief among them will he a 
tall, U~nman named Robert" 
Bourass~who g t the project 
going in 1971 and fought off 
steady opposition during his 
years as premier. 
OPPOSED NUCLEAR 
Ironically, much of the 
opposition came from 
Levesque's Parti Quehecots, 
then in opposition. The PQ 
was engaged in a brief 
flirtation with nuclear power 
- -  a technology it eventually 
FINANCIAL 
PROBLEM 
By CAROL GOAR that the way out of the 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  serious unemployment 
Every time John Crasbie problems the country was 
agrees to a Bank of. facing was an ex- 
Canada request o raise pansionist economic 
interest rates, an 18-year. policy. 
eldscandul flies out of the But there was, little 
pages of history like a Diofenbaker could do. 
mosquito to buzz around He had Inherited Coyne 
his head. from the previous Liberal 
The finance minister regime and the legislation 
was accused twice of the day Allowed the 
Thursday, once in the governor almost total 
Commons and once In the independence from 
Senate, of leading the political interference in 
country into another the setting of interest 
Coyne affair, rates and the manage- 
The Coyne allah; was a ment of all matters of 
noisy and politically- monetary policy. 
damaging battle between The squabble grew 
former prime minister nasty. Diefenbaker 
John Diofenbaker and the devised a bill declaring 
then governor of the Bank Coyne's Job vacant. 
of Canada, James Coyne. Hens  determined that 
It was called by the late the will of the elected 
Lester Pearson "one of representatives, not that 
the most sordid and of a powerful bureuerat, 
shamofui episodes in our should he paramount in 
history." economic poliey.makk|g. 
It happened in1961, but Dlefenbaker did not 
continues to leave a mark submit his bill, in the 
on re~atione between the usual manner, to a 
Bank of Canada and the Commons committee for 
government to this day. study. It went straight o 
Coyne, a tall, the Liheral-dominated 
distinguished 42-year.old Senate. Coyne's friends 
Winnipeg lawyer seemed there blocked Diefen- 
the epitome of the ata- baker's scheme, where- 
billty,of the Bank of upon the governer, 
Canada. He was a strong, exhausted,, but convinced 
willed man, determined he had won the battle, 
to put the economy on a resigned. 
sound footing by imposing ' The episode left 
a be l t - t ighten ing  relations between the 
monetary policy. ' Bank of Canada and the 
This conflicted with government on a 
Dlelenhaker's conviction Urecarinus footing. 
.W 
abandoned when astrono- 
mical costs and en- 
v ironmental  dangers 
became apparent. 
Not that James Bay was 
without environmental 
problems. Indians objected 
to disruption of their hunting 
and trapping grounds .and 
ecologists feared natural 
disaster. 
:Nobody could be sure, 
when workstarted on the L~ 
Grande project in 197a, that 
it was the best way to meet 
Quebec's energy needs. 
.Critics pointed to horrifying 
costestimates of IS.8 bill/an. 
Inflation and design changes 
sent the price skyrocketing, 
but the final bill now is 
considered a bargain. 
Despite arly problems -- 
including a rampage by 
construction workers who 
sacked a wor~ite, shutting 
operations for 51 days-- LG- 
2 is opening five months 
ahead of schedule.,.~ .~ 
The r ebellions:i~ ~J~i~s 
were upset ~ ~Vith : liVlng ' 
conditions in the work 
camps, since improved, and 
the government later 
cleaned house In the unions 
when a commission of in- 
quiry uncovered widespread 
corruption, 
Compared with those 
unhappy days, things are 
running smoothly now, not 
only at LG-2 bet at neigh- 
bering LG-3 and the other 
dam sites still under can- 
struction. 
"All phases of work here 
are on time, and In fact some 
are ahead of schedule," says 
l~iore Dallaserra, new chief 
of operations at LG-3. 
OPERATE8 SMOOTHLY 
Dallaserra speaks with 
evident pride as he ~I/alns 
the logistics down to the 
smallest details. In the 
dlstanee, from the living 
room of his prefabricated 
bungalow, hundreds of 
enormous trucks and 
mechanical loaders can be 
seen performing what looks ' 
like a wellchoreographed 
ballet. 
To the other side lies (me st 
the villages -- this one 
hoUsing 6,000 workers-- that 
spring up like mushroom, 
only to be taken apart again 
once work is complete. 
The La Grande dams are 
built of earth and rock and 
engineers say they will 
actually become stronger 
with age, strong enough to 
last for centuries, compared 
with nuclear plants which 
have to clese after 20 or 25 
years because of radioactive 
contamination. 
La Grande Riviera, once 
wild and majestic, flows for 
860 kilometres through the 
taiga of northern Quebec, 
past sparse forests of black 
spruce, grey pine and 
tamarack. 
But Chiseaibi - the Great 
River -- is wild no more. Its 
waters are gathered In huge 
reservoirs that will assure 
the turbines a steady flow 
whatever the season, and 
grmt swaths are cut from 
the forest where man beflds 
Synthetic mountains to block 
and channel the water that 
fuels both his political and 
his economic needs. 
I .. OFFBEAT J 
' BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa o When l~e  Minister Clark tells you he's 
going to keep that promise of running a lean govern- 
ment, you've got to believe him. 
The appointment of former Old '  Ontario 
(Wellington)riding Conservative MP Alfred D. Hales 
to review parliamentary pay, allowances and goodies 
that come with n place at the political trough confirms 
it. 
Mr. Hales came to the Commons initially in 1957 
with the first Tory tide that came in with John 
Diefenbaker. 
Pay for parliamentarians was $10,000. 
• And MPa were all accommodated in the Centre 
Block, two to a single room office and sharing the 
same stenographer. 
That was only 22 years ago, but Diet was a nut for 
economy of government and made it a point of pride 
that he employed fewer in his office than did former 
Uberal Prime Minister St. Laurent. 
Fewer by one, but still, fewer. 
It was dear old Lester Pearson who worked only for 
the public service before entering politics and 
whomped up parliamentary pay to $18,000 basic plus 
the icing on the cake. 
• There was a howl of helpless public rage all across 
the land, and beth Diet and Stanley Knowles of the 
New Democrats demounced it as greed. 
Diet went so far as to spurn it, refusing for months to 
collect it. 
Pearson raised it a second time. 
And then Pierre Trudeau, not long into his 11 years 
us Prime Minister, kicked it up. to the current $41,300. 
With it came a helpful little escalator clause, an 
automatic raise, calculated to keep parliamentarians 
at least even with inflation. 
This gift of what amounted to a cost of living clause 
in their salary scale put them on a pay par in the in. 
flation game with the public service. 
It created anew class of aristocrats in the country, 
the politicians of Parliament and the public servants 
who advise them, in an exclusive elite~ above and 
beyond the reach of the taxpayer in whose interest 
they are supposed to labor. 
With the increases in the pay package came im- 
provements in staffing and ~ccommedation. 
Instead of two MPs sharing an office and a 
secretary, they each were given their own. 
Then the staffs grew from one to two, three and 
counting parliamentary interns and researchers, to 
four and more, 
Office accommodation expanded from the shared 
single to suites. 
From the Centre Block the parliamentarians 
overflowed into the West Block, the Confederation 
Building and now the new South Block. 
The more they get naturally the less they regard the 
value of money-yours. 
Alfred Dryden Hales retired after the 1972 election 
back to his hometown, Guelph, but in the years before 
leaving Ottawa he shared in some of the increasing 
parliamentary benefits. 
But the important thing to all of us taxpayers i that 
All remembers the lean days of the Diet Parliaments 
and the early years of Lester Pearson when pay, 
privileges, special allowances, world travel, cost ox 
living protection, accommodation a d staffing were a 
fraction of what they are today. 
Prime Minister Clark made a choice pick when he 
tagged All Hales to watchdog the parliamentary 
payroll. 
Hales knows how good the MPs have ti now com- 
pared to hi~ freshmen years. 
Additionally, he was schooled to hate waste and the 
wastrel as perennial chairman of Parliament's Public 
Accounts Committee which actually tried to keep 
public servants running scared and honest. 
Especially is be the man for the job now that word is 
getting around that the Honorable Members are 
coming down with another attack of the greedies. 
.They're hoping for anything from f~30,000 to$75,000, 
and claim they "deserve" it what with' the 
troublesome demands of their taxpaying constituents 
bugging them. 
Word comes that the good Mr. Hales is smiling and 
saying, not in any sense of encouragement, "Let 'era 
hope."  
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: 
I have written several poems that have been printed 
in The Herald. Please consider this pee~. Thankyou 
very much. 
Skeena Autumn 
Oh when the down 
has turned itself to day 
And the mighty clouds 
have rolled themselves away 
And the Irees expose 
Their golden clothes 
For the Skeena's annual display 
~nd in the distance 
To hear a clarion call 
Or sit and watch 
the apples as they fall 
To feel remorse 
And study the course 
Of the genius in making it all 
Autumnal odors in the air 
The mountains, the river 
a splendid pair 
And the love 
From God above 
Makes a person just grateful 
for being there. 
David RErickson 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on Mounds of possible 
libel or 10ad taste. We may also edit letters for 
Style and length. All letters to he comidered for 
publication must be signed. 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
 olly herald Pittsburgh Pirates have used the word adversity as a rallying cry all sees~, and 
they did it again Sunday to 
stay alive In the 1979 World 
The Herald, Monday, October 15, 1979, Page 5 
Pirates fight back 
'PITTSBURGH (AP) - -  board of U.S. Steel had d/M during the regular season burgh's uddenly awakened 
T S  J Series. 
. champion Pirates had 
~ Irailed 1-3 In games to the 
~' ~ r~v~p~ American League champion 
BaltimOre Orioles. 
They went out and beat he 
T mbermen tie Ki'ngs defter in the Series to 2-3, end headed for Baltimore for 
', a sixth game Tuesday n~iht. 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
Terrace T lmbermen 
almost did Snnday what two 
week0 ago most people 
would have thought Ira. 
~.'.oealble - -  they almost beat 
the Pdnee Rupert Kings. 
The fliml score in the game 
wa~ 5-5, but the Timbermen 
staged a dramatic rally In 
the last five minutes of the 
Fame to fie the t~ore, and 
iuad it not been for a lar- 
cenous ~ave by Rupert goalie 
Lloyd Clifford on a Lee 
Marleau breskaway with 
seven seconds left, the Kings 
',vnuld have come out second. 
;.~.nt. •
The Timbermen fell 
behind right off the opening 
f~¢~'zfl, with Rupert's Dan 
O'Eon skating in off the 
op~ning fnee~ff and beating 
!]ae Timbermcn', new goalie 
~..~ke .quaak with only ~even. 
~:.*_conds gone in the game. 
The Tim~rmen ~howed 
v/hat was in store for the 250 
~ 3,00 far~q at the Terrace 
,~.xer, a fighting back and 
~..'or~g at 2:~ of the first 
~criod to tie the game, Brad 
.~th:y, an offeaMve smndnut 
~3arou~mut the game, broke 
d~a~ the right wing and took 
a shot, whicJ~ botmced off 
(2ifford'~ pad and bounced. 
nro~.nd lot a !;econd before 
afterward. The second Terrace dub responded to 
period was not a good one for. the crowd and, at 14:34, the 
the Tlmbermen, who had" pressure paid off when 
almost four consecutive McVey grabbed a Kings 
minutes of poworpiny at the clearing pass and relayed 
end oftheperiod. The Kings the puck to Sharpe who 
took two had penalties, one a wasted no time making the 
useless trip at the Tim-score 5-4. 
bermen's blue line at 16:55 The two teams kated end 
and a dumb holding penalty 
at the Rupert blue line at. 
.17:24 which allowed the 
Tlmbermen a two.man 
advantage for 29 seconds. 
Failure to capitalize on these 
advantages nearly cost the 
Tanbermen the game. 
The third period was a 
rougher period then either of 
the other two, and featured 
almost as much fast sharing 
as the first. An exalting 
~rlod of hockey, the play of 
the two teams had the until. 
then quiet crowd making a 
surprising amount of noise. 
Lee Marleau-made the 
score 4-3 on a three-on-two 
play when he used the 
defenceman sa screen and 
blasted a slapshot !~ 
Clifford. Pouinon and 
McVcy got a~ista on the 
goal, which came early at 
:57. 
The Tlmbermen again 
found themselves under a lot 
o/pre~ure inthe first hall of 
the third period, and had 
trouble clearing the puck 
aga in .  The defence was 
hocking in, instead of taking 
Greg Paul~on nllp~od it 
~.e~ad the goalie. 
, • the man, and very few hits T,m fu'at ;J~riod w~ a f~t ,  . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  ,._____ 
e.,-~ "-'~ ,.~;.,;;'~;;~i.;,~ 1A,. w~re maue oy zunuetanen 
nr~b~f , . .n .a . . . .~ . . .u . . . '~"  ~"" " "~"  "~" "  '~'* defencomen m-me" open lee" 
". ~ . . . . . . . .  Veaudry hit the post at the 
~m-:, roe p-..r~oa en~aea x4, seven minute ma ,a, a~l  at 
,.,,.~t~ Prin~'e .RUl~'t taking 9 ~ ~ ~ - " " - - "  
" ' :~  tmpect got Wont ap- 
::m o.ly two minor penalties "-axed at the time to be the 
t:.r~ thr.' ~od and lalllng ~ . . . . . .  i ._  _ ~.,.. 
~.~.. .~4. ~ ,~- - - - -  the score 5-3 Again the 
,~,, r~J.. . . . . .  k~, . .  ,. **b. a 3-on.l, with a nice two-man 
,:,,~t ~(~ for h~u.~ down a' .~s  ~m a...~.., g~ 
.... " . . . . . . . .  ~" . . . . . .  The Timl~ertnen "rotii~d" ~
hira geltlngn breakaway, cave in, though, and came 
back to apply pressure on the 
Kings. The fans began to 
rezz the Kings, and as the 
action got rougher and 
faster, the arena became 
noticeably noisier. The 
PRSS ' " '  
wins big.,.. 
Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary In Terrace hosted a 
soccer playday Saturday, 
whlch saw Prince Rupert 
Senior Secondary flex Its 
muscles and bounce both Cal 
and Mount Elizabeth 
Secondary from Kltlmat, 7-3 
and 8.1 respectively. 
In the CaI-PRSS game 
Saturday morning, Simon 
Dedd, Martin Sterner and 
Joe Pltzoff scored for Cal in 
a losing cause. Doug Inglk, 
who co-coaches the Cal 
squad with Henry Dreger, 
said We had all kinds of 
excuses, but they Just 
whipped US." 
"PRSS gets full marks for 
'both games," Iuglls said. He 
~ld the key to the Rupert 
school's team Is Arnle 
Meers, a grade 11 student 
who scored five guak In each 
game. 
"Meers has all the right 
moves, everything Just 
worked for him today," 
according to Inglls. Meers 
comes from a good soccer 
family, as his older brother 
who graduated from PRS5 
last year was a star with the 
tesm, and his younger 
brother Is a fullback with the 
team, and Is their best 
defemive player. 
the Kings ,~cored the only 
powcu)lay goal of the game. 
Bob Amou began the play, 
:;~:~fivg over the lke and 
p~a~ing off to Dennis 
'Lar~,d;de. I~ngdzle drew 
Ihe. dc£o~a to Ifim and alid 
~-  pwA~ to Gordde Stephens, 
~ , ,  6~l~ed Su~ak and 0cored 
~-. a l~e(ty play at 9:32. 
The,~tngu prc~ imrd for 
~he uext four and o half 
r.finuteu but eo~.qdn't score, 
:~ud Dave Sharps tied the 
~J;'.~re .~or the 'rimbermen at 
14:~3 of the aecond when he 
caced down his wing and 
':~:~k a shot that mimed. 
~!ilcy get the puck out from 
behind ti~e net to Sharpe, 
who was ~Jtandhg by the side 
,~' the net. Sharps ~kated 
;~cror, n the t:reane and 
n|ippcd the p,mk under 
~i/~ord, who had no chance 
on the play. ~,Iarleau also 
,t:cw an ac~i,~t on the play. 
Tl~e Timoermen appeared 
to let down after their goal, 
~md we~c caught twice on 
;tloppy defensive plays in the 
)a~t five minutes of the 
[~.~ric~'l. Gary Kent picked up 
a~ errant Kennedy clearing 
r)a~ aL 4:~ and clapped it In 
t,', meke 12~,.: ~eore 3-2, and 
rhea, wlLh the lflngs plsying 
a mtm zhort, Gord Coehran~ 
clear'e~, the puck'onto the s- 
ick of John V~udry who 
~.¢omptly s~ored to m~e It 4- 
:,' at the end of the second. 
ht all fairn~s, Kennedy 
an.'t Coehrtme were not the 
only Timbermen who 
co~x~j'~ed up the puck in their 
own end in the period, they 
were the only ones un- 
h~rtunate nough to have 
qo~a ~eored hnmedlately 
Pirate# manager Chuck 
blown the piny aeao after Tanner was asked ff he felt 
losing sight of the puck. The the victory switched the 
Kings put up only token momentum. 
10rotast, deciding apparently - - - 
to take the tie, but almost "Well I hope it means mo- 
regretted it. mentom for us, because we 
• ~noleypuemedthepuck to have to win two andthey 
.¥arlsau who was breaking have to win one," Tanner 
oown centre alone. Marlenu replied. 
to end pmvldln~ the best tried to beat Cllfford bet. 
hockey of the game for the ~ the legs, but Cll~ord 
last five minutes. Cochrane barely got his stick on the 
also supplied the best hit of .pock, stopping It dead inches 
the game, as he caught a away from the goal.line with 
King with his head down end only two seconds left on the 
levelled him at the Terrace clock, Marleau bad veered 
blue llne. Beth teams rl~ht to avoid crashIng into 
threatened until, at 16:42, Clifford, and couldn't quite 
persist~ee l~Id off for the get back In time to tap the 
.McVey.Marl-eau;Jee Smoley loose puck Into the net..The 
line when MeVey poked the whistle blew, and the game 
puck in duri~ a goal-mouth ended In a 3-5 tie, a result 
scramble. Both his wblch enuid be considered an 
llnemates got assists, upset considering the 6-1 
The K inp  scored on a thruhing the Tlmbermen 
play seconds later, took two weeks ago. Sunday, 
but It was ruled no goal as though, it was a bit of s 
the referee had already dlasp_pointment. 
Baltimore manager Earl 
Weaver scoffed at the 
momentum theory. 
You know what I think 
about momentum ...If (Jim) 
Palmer goes out and pitches 
a good game ...then there is 
no such thing as momen- 
tum." 
It was a grim, saddened 
Pittsburgh team that took 
the field. 
Only hours earlier, Tanner 
learned his mother died In 
nearby Greenville, Pa. 
Then, It was d ip lo id  that 
Edgar Speer, a director on 
the Pirates' board and 
-former chairman of the 
Saturday night. 
The Plrates had to start a 
pitcher, Jim Rocker, who 
was 4-7 In the regular season 
and twice had been on the 
disabled list with a 8ore 
elbow. 
The Pirates, who had 
battled from behind all year 
to get where they are, went 
into Sunday's game faced 
• with still another challenge, 
and they responded. 
Shortstop Tim Foll, who 
had two hito, drove in a run 
and scored twice In what 
could have been the last 
game, said the sorambllng 
bunch of Buccaneers had not 
been themselves In the 
World Series until Sunday. 
And Dave Parker, who had 
two hlto, an RBI and a run 
scored; issued a warning to 
the Orioles. 
"If we win Tuesday 
(night) you're goIng to see a 
shootout In Baltimore," 
Parker said, reterring to a 
potential seventh game. 
Baltimore took a 1-0 lead in 
the fU~h hm~g of pitcher's 
battle between Orioles' ace 
Mike Planmgan and Booker. 
Gary Rouuicke started the 
Baltimore fifth with hls 
team's flint hit, a double, 
moved to third en a iIns!e to 
short right, end scored while 
Doug DeCinces hit Into a 
double play. 
Fisnagan, the winner of 
the ~ries'  opener end the 
- bii~est winner in the majors- 
with 23 victories, stayed 
around for six innings. He 
gave up two runs in the sixth 
and wound up the loser. 
Fall opened the Pirates' 
sixth with a walk on a 3-1 
pltch, and Parker followed 
wlth a single. Cleanup hltter 
Bill Robinson eaerlflced the 
runners along. Willie 
Stargell then lifted a sac- 
rifice fly scoring Foll and 
tying the score I-I. 
After Flaunga.n left. Pltta- 
sluggers heat a tattoo on 
throe Baltimore relievem. 
They scored two in the 
seventh and added three In 
the eighth. 
Meanwhile, Bert Blyleven, 
who hadn't pitched In relief 
since 1972, had relieved 
Rneker in the sixth. He 
checked the Orioles with Just 
three hits the rest of the way. 
Palmer will be opposed by 
John Candelaria, the third 
game loser. 
••.:•:•••:.•.:.:•••:;•••.•.•.:•:.•.•.:.:•:•:.:•;.:.•.:••.;.••...:;:••.•.•.•.•.••:.••:.:•:•:.:••.:.•.•.:.:.:.•.•.•.:••.•.:.:.:.•.•.•.•.: 
~::~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~::~:~:~:~:~:::::::~::~.:.:~:.:.~.::::::::::~::~::~:::~::~:~:~::~::::~:~:; 
TUNE-UP 
not more than 
$40.53 $51.89 $59.36 
PLUS TAX 
4 cyhndo'r. 6 cyhnder 
1 , j  Reprace Spark Plugs 
. with flew Motorcran plugs .__d~.-_. ~ ~ l  
19nlhon points " - ~  
Colldensel Rotor 
with new I'doto,craft paris 
I , j  Adjust timing, carburetor and bells 
1/r Check Distn'l~utorcap Cuohng 
system hoses 
spark plug wl,es, cod. PCV 
Valve 
air tilter and gasohne fdlor 
Includes hght trucks and imporls 
Parls and labour Included 
Any add.f,on,II p&~ $Ov se t~.te wdl CO q uo.l¢~l belore 
Terrace Tote-, Ford Sales Ltd. 
4Lll Keilh Ave. 1,15.4~14 
°P;':':°g°;t;':';':*.;°:'-";';';';';';';';° •;•;.:•....;•;•:.:•••.••.;•;.;••°•.•••.•°•••••°•••••••••••••••;•;•.•;.••••.•;.;.;••°••;•*. 
• o , , ,o  , ,  • , , , , o ,• , , , ,o•• ,• , ,  , • , , , , , , o ,  
•~:~;::::::~:~..:2::.:::~:~:~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:i:~:~::::::.~:::~:::::.~ 
Insurance Corporation of British co lumbia  
Teone on the left. Not because he's a bad driver. Not because he's accident-prone. But simply because he's 
a young man. Is that fair.~ :-i., 
For years,"automobile insurance companies-including ours- have been calculating premiums on the statistical 
probability that a certain humber ofpeople in a certain group would be involved in a certain umber of accidents. 
How much they paid depended on which group they were in. Our yardsticks included age, sex, maritalstatus and location. 
• It was a good theorz a' logical theo .ry. The trouble was, each group contained good drivcrs and bad drivers. 
The system simply lump~d'i~hdfi~ togetlaer and charged them the same premium. 
That's going to change. The Pr0~ncial Govemment has challenged the entire auto insurance industry to come 
up with a new and non-disc~inatdi'y i~ithag system. ICBC's answer is a revolutionary program called Fundamental 
Auto Insurance Rating• We call it. E'A.I,R.:~And it is fair. Because it is based on ind iv idua l  abil it ies and  responsibil it ies, 
not  probabil it ies. " ~' t :,'., :~, 
The program will start o: be~phased in on March 1,1980• First pfiQ 
age, sex and marital status as facto'rs in determining insurance premiums.. 
changes will be made in the first two years. Geographic nequalities will sl 
out in 1980 and will be eliminated by 1985. 
By March 1, 1982 the basic idea will be in place: everyone will be k 
until proven guilty; everyone will be a safe driver until proven unsafe; evei 
entitled to a base premium until they lose that right. 
But if everyone njoys these rights, they must also share the resp( 
That's why the new F.A.I.R. program includes aDriver Accident Premium 
The implementation f the Accident Premium will place the principal 
responsibility on the driver who causes accidents. 
Obviously, any program that sets a fair base premium is going to 
cost money. So who'll make up the difference.r The bulk of the 
money will eventually come from those who are responsible for accidents. 
They'll pay higher premiums. Not because they're young or old, male 
or female, married or single, but because they cause accidents. And the 
more accidents they have, the more frequently they have them, the 
higher their premiums can go. 
Isn't hat he way it should be.~ That's F.A.I.R. 
8 cyhnOer 
# • 
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[on _ ts so.tm t 
at t 
The why of conservation: 
Energy is an essential _,.~ 
part of our modern lifestyle..,~i~ 
Without energy it's back to i 
caves and candles. 
Buttheworld's total " ~  
energy resources are becoming ~l 
scarcer--and more costly. If we "~ 
are to enjoy a reasonable standard 
oflivingin the years to come, we have 
to keep an eye on our energy reserves now. 
For some of us, that means forming a whole 
newset of habits--now. 
Hem'swhatweve 
do g 
• Reseamh:  
We are participating in test 
~ programs to replace the pilot light 
of  gas  furnaces with electric 
ignition (no constant pilot), and 
~~ovat ioBs  for gas appliances. 
~ t h e r  project, we're study- 
~~:~hd dollar savings in homes 
;ed with newly recomme ended i~!~ .... " 
levels in roofs, walls and windows.~i~ ..... " i  
friary results are very promis i~ 
savings in excess of 20% are in~ ~ 
over ievels usually encounte~ 
Insulation Finance 
To date ,  B .C .  Hydro has f ins 
over $1,000,000 to customers taking the first 
our insulation to recommended standards. 
ased on present energy costs, the cost of 
insulation can sometimes be recovered in as 
little as five years of use. After that--it's 
money in your pocket. 
Reduce indoor tempe-atures: 
Select the minimum temperature 
~ you~oe~d for comfort. Try  20°C 
( ) for daytime, and 
~ ~ 16°C (60°F) at night. Use the 
~!  | night setting if your home is 
~ i  ~ unoccupied for a few hours. 
| It only takes a half-hour or 
~ ~ ~o for the average home to 
~ rreturn to 20°C. For further 
savings, turn off the heat and 
I¢" lose the registers and doors in 
unused rooms. 
easy step in energy conservation. We make up Pmctishg what we preach: to $500.00 a,ailable--at a modest 10% finance Check  weatherstripping, 
At Hydro, conservation begins at charge--for bringing insulation and window .~ , . . 
home. So we've initiated a number of. glazing up to recommended standards. The mermostats, (mm zs: 
continuing programs to cut down our  ~.  "HOme Insulation Finance Plan" is Make Sure windows and" 
~wn.energy use. In our head o f f i ce - -~ ~k available through participating insulation properly weatherstripped t~)se~°a~e%r~ts 
~dtng ,  .inVancouver, ' ~ -~/~ :.:~l applicators or retailers. : ~,d ho-t ],,~",~ .q~,-',-,~,,,,,~ o.. . . . .  +h,,. 
• • . - i~ i~ ~,,:~.'. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~  . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ - - *vv , ,p  lighting levels have been ~ ~ ~ ~n,~ro~, .~ , "  
,significantly reduced in a .:~ ' *  ::~ ~ • - ~ ~'"  ~-2;he'tqnostats sh uld b 1 , dus ets the me e. o e ocated on number of areas. We re condu~ ~:  ~ t~ ~ ssa~ ansi . . . .  , .. :::::,~?~ ............. ~ ~ . . . . .  ,, - ,, de walls where they are not affected b m on ore rdvii~s'of ener :::~:~:: . ~.:,~ Save Ener --Save Money . . ~: , . ~ Y 
• g !g'~ll' • ~:~:~"~::'::' ~ :~ ~ ~ 1  p cew~e re a m t o h l ~  is a rovin ' - . heat.fr~l~l thesun or appliances--or by drafts 
• e~Olencym oh~'b~Idi~gs~i:::: ~.~--~ v ~ . . . . . .  . osea when noc m use • ~ • .P. ~ .  , P Keen firenlace damn,~rs seci[relv " of course, wehave reduced o~ : :L .A  Mk  commercm~ an(] mausmm energ£_ cl " " "- •' "- "- 
mostat levels to the temnera ~ ~  ~ users reauce ~nelr use--ana, o~ " 
we recommend to other ~ritiS ~ ~  ~ course, cost--of lighting ~rT T . I , e  * I "  . 
Columbiabusiness and indust ~~_ . . , ,~ l )  energy. H ydro.specjal|sts wa er neaung ts mg u)o. 
At our natural ~as he ~ 1  ~ prov]ae ~mormauon mr  recom- Next to h,m~ ho.t;,~, ,,,~to~ hoot;,~, 
quarters, inBurnaby, we~are no ~mended changes.. We also is the biggest consumer'ofen"~.'so" e'hec"'l~ "'s 
so la r  water heatin'- s"stem T h ~ ~ : ~  ~ - oner guidance ano aov|ce ~o anv , , - - - -  - , - . - -  ^ • • "~" - -  - . . . .  § • ." ~ ~  ~ ..~:¥-_Z';--? . . . . . . . . .  ~.- muse unps. une anp per secona arias up co a 
ar~ ot our noc w r r , rm wJsnmg ~o unoermKe an aualc execs , p ,age. equ~. ements: wrli~!~!: ~!i~ ~ ~_._, o, . .  ' tankful every week. That s energy and money 
m~m energy emclency our new researen and development cen,t~: iS ': . , , .. • .. ~ ~ ,~.,,-~ .,,~ ~'d?w~.the drain. .he' ~,~ , " 
corn hted m urre la , we re conaucung a series OI semmars ~on'dit' . ,~- -  • . p .! S . y,.  ter th,s yea~ tts~ archi- .~ . . . . . . . .  , ~__~ . . . . . . .  ' ~ ~ h . .  ~ ' 1 Make sure tf~t~mperatfire control 
euL~ o l  lnUus~rlal ener .~  . , ,~o~ , ,~  mcmre will incmoe integrates mar panel . P gY ' on vour water heater is at the lewes t oo~*;- -  
. . . .  been attended by executives and engineers ~ . • " . . . . . . .  demgns. We will momtor the results closely, fr . . . . .  . .  . , compabble w~th cleaning efficmncy." . 
What we learn could be of benefit o , om some oz unusn Columbm s largest firms. Lnno" n in~.~, .~ ~t~ h . .~t ; . .  
h,~,.,o,,.,.o,.. +h . . . .  h.,,,~ ~ C' • As proof that business and industry in ener~v~'~a~'r~he" at"o~" n'hm,]'~"~ 1"~o~ oo  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  th i  " " • ':~ .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . o  • __!_s.provlnce aretaking energy savm ~ .. , .. c~)se as possible to the point of use. 
a __ ._~ ~_ , .  . ~rU~y~many nrms are now a I ~ ' .... When this is not feasible, it helps 
t energy conservation to 1  enm mermograpmc surveys . . . . .  I 
Hydro is conducting a continuing ~ , ~. . , ,  . . . .  II 
~des  of  aer ia l  missions to help British I "UDI lC  ln tormauov  ~ ii ~ L i f f l ' l t in f f  i s  a l l  
Columbia homeowners DrOLyrar l l s :  ~ II ~ : . .~/~V ~" '~ '~.  ~o ,~ ,  
~! i~  . . . . . .  j~ ~,  ~,~o ::~i~,~ .. 
~,~,~,.~:~:~*, • :,:.:,:.~,~.~ ...... ....fight high heating . • . .~:~::~ • waste1 .  
~ , ~ : . ~ : :  . . . .  ,,,.., . . . .  , - - ' - -  Telev,slon and radm ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _  W _~ter: 
- s are now appomtingj' / ~~: : .  
.~.. !~.:.., ~ . . . .  }.  . .~:i! 
. . . . . . .  Gfn 
~ " ' p i c t u r e s  of thousands advertising" D ' ~ ~ d ~  ~ 
f demonstrations. Brochures an 
~ ~ e t i (  
/ ,  ':~ .... outsh ines  a d i r ty  100. Conmder the use 
The thermograms are z~. ...... i?:~:~i~  ...... ~ r:~.,,, of dimmers and timers to restrict lighting to 
* ........ the amount and location needed. displayed in shopping malls, where homeowners are 
hivitod to come 
and see how ~ 
their insulation ~ 
measures up. ~ 
B.C. Hydro 
personnel are on 
hand to help 
people locate their ~ 
homes and to inter. 
pret the results. To 
date. this urom'am 
of British Columbians 
money. We expect 
thousands more to 
Second in a series. 
yOU ¢ar l (10  i Other suggestions? 
Home heating- ......... i•... 
Heating accounts for about 
. two-thirds of the total energy used in 
~ your home• So this is one area 
!~, where a little attention can pay 
:~ik big dividends. Cleaning or re- 
placing filters twice each heating 
~:  season is a good first step. 
 /Install adeqtmte insulation. 
i. ~ Take advantage of B.C. Hydro's 
/ Home Insulation Finance Plan to upgrade 
These are only a few of the things" 
you can do to save energy and money around 
your home. If you'd like a free brochure of 
energy-efficient ideas for your home, visit or 
contact your local Hydro office and ask for 
"The Homeowner's Checklist of Energy 
Savings". 
B£.HYDRO@ 
UKE TO HELP YOU SAVE ENERGY. 
ANDMONEY. 
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Stars tops 
By THE CANADIAN PRE~ 
Minnesota North Stars 
have been tabbed in many 
corners as being the 
National Hockey League's 
sleeper team of. !979. 
After their first three" 
games they haven't disap- 
pointed the experts. Sunday 
night they knocked off 
Buffalo Sabres 5-4 to record 
their third consecutive 
victory. 
"It's the best start we've 
ever had since Minnesota 
entered the league," said 
Minnesota coach ,Glen 
Sonmor• 
Sommor predicted that the 
team "will move up a strata 
in the league this year," 
adding that its ambition is to 
finish in eighth place. 
In other NHL games 
Sunday Washington Capitals 
defeated New York Ragers 
5-3, Winnipeg Jets surprised 
• Colorado Rockies 4-2, Pitt- 
sburgh Penguins beat Beaten 
Bruins 4-1, Philadelphia 
Flyers defeated Toronto 
Maple Loafs 4.3; Edmonton 
Oilers tied Vancouver 
CBnUckS 44 and Hartford 
Whalers and Chicago Black 
Hawks skated to a 4.4 tie. 
In Saturday's action, 
Atlanta Flamas bombed, 
Philadelphia Flyers 9-2, 
Buffalo Sabres downed New 
York Islanders 5-2, Min- 
nesota North Stars defeated 
Chicago Black Hawks 5-1, 
Boston Bruins beat 
Washington Capitals 5-2, 
Montreal Canadiens downed 
Quebec Nordiques 3-I, 
Toronto Maple Leafs edged 
Colorado Rockies 2-I and Los 
Angeles Kings defeated St. 
Louis Blues 5-3. Hartford 
Whalers and Pittsburgh 
Penguins tied 3.3 as did 
Edmonton Oilers and Detroit 
Red Wings. 
bIinnesote did not open on 
a good note Sunday when 
Rick Martin scored for 
Buffalo after Just 11 seconds. 
Glen Sharpley, Steve 
Payne, Craig Hartsburg, 
Fred Barrett and Per.Slav 
Andersson scored for the 
North Stars, 
Buffalo countered with 
goals by Rte Selling and 
Gilbert Perreaut. 
Dennis Maruk was flying 
for Washington as be scored 
four goals -- three within a 
6:57-span in the second 
period• 
Roll Edberg als0 scored 
for Wahington while 
Jocclyne Guevremont, Ulf 
Nilsson and Anders Hedberg ' 
replied for the Rangers. ., 
;Tbe  Jets, Won their' first 
NHL game led by two goals 
from defeneeman Craig 
Norwich. Peter Sullivan and 
Jude Druin also scored for 
the Jets. 
Barry Beck and Dennis 
Owchar scored for Colorado. 
Pittsburgh snapped Boston 
goalie Gilles Gilbert's 
scoreless treak after more 
than 100 minutes when they 
scored four goals in the third 
period. 
Gilbert, who shut out 
Winnipeg in the season 
opener on Thursday, was 
staked to a 1-0 lead on a goal 
by Bobby Schmautz. 
The Penguins got goals 
from Peter Lee, Paul 
Marshall, George Fergusoa 
and Nick Libett. 
Paul Hoimgren, Reggie 
Leach, Brian Popp and Bob 
Kelly scored for the Flyers 
while Toronto countered 
with two goals by Lanny 
McDonald and one by Darryl 
Slttler. 
Wayne Gretzky's power. 
play goal with just 69 
seconds remaining gave 
Edmonton Its hard-fought 4.4 
tie• 
Edmonton, earning their 
second tie in three starts, 
also got two goalsfrom 
defenceman Risto Siltanen 
and a single from Stan Weir. 
Canuck captain Don 
Lever, Lars Lindgren, Curt 
Fraser and Jere Gillis 
scored the Vancouver goals. 
Terry Ruskowski, with 
two, and Tim HIgglns scored 
for the Black Hawks while AI 
Sims, Mike Rogers and 
Gordie Howe countered for 
Hartford. 
Howe's goal was the 7S7th 
of his NHL career and 
second of the season. 
Weekend 
results 
Sunday Results 
Washington 5 NY Rangers 3 
Phlldelphls 4 Toronto 3 
Plttsburgh 4 Boston I 
Mlnnesota S Buffalo 4 
Hert t~'d 3 Chicago 3 
Winnipeg 4 Colorado 2 
Vancouver 4 Edmonton4 
Saturday Results 
Toronto 2 COlorado1 
Buffalo S NY Islanders 2 
Atlanta 9 Philadelphia 2 
Boston $ Washington 2 
MOntreal 3 Quebec 1 
Hartford 3 Pittsburgh 3 
Minnesota .S Chicago I 
Detroit 3 Edmonton 3 
Los Angeles 5 St. Louis 3 
Tuesday Games 
Atlanta at NY Islanders 
Los Angeles at Washington 
MARCHED TO ROME 
According to legend, St. 
Ursula took II,000 nuns from 
Britain and France on a 
march to Rome to pretest 
oppression in Britain. 
• . • +; , .. i - .  
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By ~'lC PARSONS 
WHITEHORSE, Yukon 
(CP) -- The has'. for • 
Yukon native land claims 
agreement could be worked 
.out within eight months if the 
federal government would 
get its bargaining act 
together, says the Council 
for Yukon Indians. 
But the major hurdle is a 
call by l e•(~er• of the 
territory's 6,'-000 native 
people ,for constitutional 
.guarantees, along with 
the settlement. . • 
Without an a~re~nent, he 
pell~ from cabinet and if a ' Porter and Allen say the 
mandate Is given to the ehlef lack of a gu•rantee of con- 
federal negotiator (Maurice stitutional Hghta, especially 
Aked) we could outline the in regard to hunting and 
princip•le within eight fishins, was • failing in the 
montha nd the delaUs could much-touted Alaaka land 
be Ironed oUt later." ' 'settlement reanhed before 
Dave Porter, ~e council's constntctinn of the Alyeska 
vice.chairman, says if land pipeline from Prudhee Bay 
and money were the only to. Valdez. Many of the 
problems, the dispute would ,Yukon Indians have• 
have been'settiedlong •8o. relatives in Alaska. 
"We don't went o see Just The two Indian leaders ay 
Joke El)p, minister of Indian 
and northern affairs, 
element. 
But he suggested that pro. 
indian council has vowed to 
fight both pipeline con- 
struction and a move by the 
Yukon toward provincial 
status, . . 
What he councLi wants is a 
~u•rantee in the constitution 
of the traditional native way 
of life in the North, including 
a clear definition of Indian 
rights, aeceptance, of 
marriage and adoption 
traditions, and control over 
H an agreement is not 
reached, council lendersSay 
they will take legal •orlon to 
halt contruction of the 
Idanncd ~atural gas pipeline 
which la to parallel the 
Alaska Highw•y. The eame 
companies involved also 
have an •pplieation before 
the National Energy Board 
tohufld asimllar oll pipeline. 
"The research ta done," 
Harry Allen, council 
eladrman, said in an in- 
especially with lest week's 
move to give more anthedty 
to the territhHal government 
and legislative assembly, a 
move regarded as a blg step 
toward provincial aintus for 
the Yukon. 
"Epp had promised con- 
anltatien," says Porter. "Yet 
be never consulted wth us at 
a l l  l ,  
another province created they are unhappy with The move also brought the 
without guarantoes, that's recent action byt_be new resignation ofcommissioner 
Porter says did much to 
improve native and non- 
native relations in her I0 
months in office. Epp wanted 
Mrs.. Chrintieasen tostay on 
as a federal intermediary 
between the territory and the 
Indians. 
Yukon government leader 
Chris Pearson said last week 
in the assembly that It was 
"beyond his com- 
9rehension" that provincial 
status would be obtained 
vious native land claims 
settlements -- two complete 
and one pending -- were 
simply landsand-money 
• greementa, without the 
• dditional constitutional 
hangups. 
Pearson, a Progressive 
Conservative, said he was 
optimlsUc that there would 
eventually be both a set. 
tlement and provincial 
status -- in that order. 
GLACIER Ydlowhead. Hay 
• L ~,~'~ 4410 Loll. AVIHH! ~i~ Gram c G H industrial Cleaning 
A , ..~b ~ Terrace, B,C. '. Complete llneof livestock fead and supplemant Ltd. 
- Clean and utility grain , "WE TRAVEl ~ YOUR HOURS" 
~I -~T~ Iw| l~t  ~ ~ff i lg l ,  LTO,. S @~( '~ ' -  ' • ' - Founts and feeders for ell livestock 
. Dry dog & cat food Steam Cleaning and Pressure Washing 
- Pet travelling cages mode to measure ~ ~ [ " ^ '  "~ ~*"~' S A Complete Glass.sad ,Sue ,;s.-I(;,4 o, ,is-sees 
i w-, -',--,., io~.,~z ~,o ~'~ ,o~s Alummum Servaee 331,5 Clark St. 635-3867 
I e l  
NO W OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP II poP'S - 
in the  o ld 'McEwan 's  Shop 
(Across from the Skoona Hotel) 
4,513 Gre ig  635-2326 
1~ VAN'S i)ONTnXOTINg 
~ Furnilure Repah' 
~hstorat ions,  Hope Chests 
~]~Cestom Halo Furniture, lefinishie| 
l General hildiei[ Coitractiol 
2510 Katum •' [:LI":03§4§O§ *~; r i |o l  ~' 
PIZZA WAGON 
Pizza and sub-buns delivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
~. , ,FALL SPECIAL I 
Every Solhy I Wednesday . f 
October 17 to hvonher 11 
With any order  for Pizza of S&O0 and up, 
order  a 9"  p izza of your choice for Vs price. 
Phone 635-3414 
Free delivery ,Tuesday to Sunda' , 
.... ;,-,.:%: . . . . .  Closed Monday ~ .~ 
Plumbing • Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential-Indusfrtsl.SpeclallzlngGasFlffing IN  C I lrldEI IN 
end Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger ' del ,  l, Gl l% 
,,...,,+ ..+ CC-  C P 
/'Unique Bathroom Boutique' ......... ~ 3224 Kalum Stre'et,Terr~e, 4434 LAKELSE AVENUE ~ .. 
Natural Foods-- Books-- Local Crafts' 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE ~.9319 ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DE LIGHTS... 
TERRACE, B.C. VeG 4BS OR 635.9320 ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
Instill & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Pureness 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, TOp Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
V4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS. 
PHONE ~16,1"1034 " 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Consh'udlon Ltd. 
• m~t off ~mm Ro~ 
Thornhlll 
M R ,  BUSINESSMAN! 
Thus Space is Resened 
For Your Ad, 
qS &qN qSnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCAS, IONS 
Wayne 135.5144 Ernle 43S-IPU3 
Days &1S4133 ' "" .~:/ , ,: ....: ~. ". TERRACE, B~.C.!. -:..::..- .." 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  PHONe Ikl$-t252 ANYTIME e ...... 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
i "WE CLEAN" 
:~" ;~ ~CHIMNEYS -- FURNACES -- FIREPLACES * ')"!" 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
~ ~ ' ~  heating system by using a PRO-VAC Residential. 
L Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
HOW 0PEN A Terraoe Eleotronie Repairs I,td, 'compressedUnlt' Al o Introduclngalr for pesltlvethe n Wactlon.method of utilizing 
U SERVIHG TERRACE & KITIIIAT "O,r service gives potitlve and efficient results" 
egG'  O AUTHORIZED " Cell the PRO.VAC people today and see for yourself. SERVICE • R DEPOT , 0 Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith Phone: Pro,Vac Industries 
• Sonyo, Tolhlba 
2701 South Kalum St. M Mon..Sat.-- 9 ,.m.- 6 p.m. Terrace 636"6292_  can. Ltd. 
sar~ces Division 635-6100 A Friday - -  9 a.m.- 9 p.m. " ; ~ Kltlmet 632"2466 Xltim•t.Terrace, B.C. 
i 
Wayside Groceries 
4711.G Ke i th  Ave.  
'~ovr  f r iend ly  ( 'o ,ven ience  s tore  
,/ 
HOURS: 
-~ ,  , - , . ,  , ;.1"~ 
W~kd.i ' 7 :30 am - 12:30 am 
W.kend, lO :O0am - 11:00 pm 
EASTSIDE 
GROCERY & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE From 6 a.m. p I I  p.m. T 
FREE 
tERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
-A, boar teeth , boar claws 
-A, won teeth , beaver teeth 
-Jr moose or doer antlers (sinCeor~,r) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
4423 tAkelse 
m,mmmg,mmm,m 
i ~ "  ; ' ~ ~~ ''~+ ~" ~'~' " ~: ! ' '  ' 
m m m m m m ~ l m ~ J  
~ . JAMES GRAY 
' NORTHWEST PiPE 
AHn EQUIPMENT LT0,, m. . .  
. PIPE. PLUMBING SUPPLI ES, PUMPS.  ~ . ' . t ,  D 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, ~ 
~,~, .:.. WATER SOFTENERS-- AND MORE- 
' /  CARPET & FLOORING i~5239 Keith Avenue - N,~ s.c Hyena INBTALLAI'ION 
. ,~~i] 635-7158 ~ v  YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
BILL IARDS&•AMUSEMENTS • 
i • ~ e .~ .  ,e . ,  e.  g .  o . .  H • i %H ..%%%¶.%%* %%. %% 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. PHONE 635.2473 
STARBOARD , .o+.o. ,  .o.o,.; ...°c,,.,.o we are pleased to aeo0oaco ~at we ~ ~  ' ) J r *  ~ .~ 
.,..o..w.m ,.,c.,.w.o ,..v.~,.. .#j Smooth Sail ing 
TACK YACHTS . . . . .  ,0 .rr,. W,'r, I," i, , . ,  
SAN JUAN ~ for y0ur Christmas paintin! & dcc0ratinl, to the d ,,c..ora.. * O & L PAINTING 
635-3OOI  pHO.E ..*,,.* 
Ken Hanson' DAVE • ,',".AN 63..3.o. 635--4559 3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
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OOMINGEVENT S 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOC~+L ONLY:  
20 wOrds or less $2.00 per In. 
~ertlon. Over 29 wOrds 5 cents 
pqr wOrd, 
3 or more consecutive Insertlonl 
$1,50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
F i rs t  insert ion charged for 
v/hether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after od 
~s  been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
/'~tlst be made before second 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
c~e Incorrect acl. 
~OX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
~1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:  
Rates available upon request. 
HATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
R~TE: 
cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per In. 
.~ertlon. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL lad 
TRANSIENT ADVIRTISiNO~ 
$3.+.0 per column Inch. 
3USINESS PERSOHALS: 
~.00 per I(ne per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLI NE 
DISPLAY: 
.1:~ p.m. 2 days prior to 
~bllcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p,m. on doy previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other than 
aUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISH ED ACCOUNT. 
,~rvlce charge ot $5.00 on all 
hl.$.F, chlqoes. 
WEDDING DESCRI PTIOHS: 
r!o charge provided news sub. 
misted wlthln one month. $5.00 
woductlon charge for wedding 
r:nd.or engagement plcturas. 
flows of weddlngs (write.ups) 
r~celved one month Or more 
of tar event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
~LAS~IFIED AN* 
POUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
/V~+rriages 5.50 
D~ths 
Fun~'ols 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
.+4i 
i PERSONAL .' " 
SU 6SCRIPTiON RATE5 
SUIISCRIPTION 
RATES 
Rf f lK l lv l  
October I, I t / I  
Slngle Copy 20¢ 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Moll 6 mt h 2S.OO 
ByMall year 45.00 
Senlor Cltlzen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
Unlteq Stetss of Amerlca one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V6G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll 8, District 
Phone 63.¢6357 
Kltlmet &Dlstr[ct 
Phone 632-2747 
Tho Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under opproprlata 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to datermlne page 
Iocotion. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revile, edit, clasllfy or rlllCt 
any advertlesment and to retain 
+my answere dlrecteq to the 
Herald Box Reply Borvlce, and to 
repay the customer the sum pald 
for the advertllement end box 
rental. 
BOX replies on "Hold" In- 
structions not pl¢ked up wlthln 10 
days of explry Of In Id. 
vertlsement will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instru¢tlons are 
received. Those answering BOx 
Numbers ere requested not to 
send orl01nals of documents to 
avold loss. 
All claims of m'rors In ad- 
vertisements must he received 
by the publlsher Within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by ths adveftlssr 
requesting space that the 
Ilablllty of the HeraM In the 
event of failure to publllh an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearlng In the ad. 
vertlsement es publlihnd shall. 
be limited to the amount paid by 
Ihe advertiser for only ene In- 
correct insertion for the parties 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omlffed Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
Ilnblllty to any event greater 
than the amount pald for lUCh 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertlslng that 
discriminates against any 
parson because of his race, 
5.50 religion, sex, color, notlenality, 
S.~0 ancestry or p~ace of erloIn, or 
5.50 because his age Is between 44 
5.50 and 65 yesrs, unless the condition 
Is justified by a bona fide 
INSTRUMEN!S_ " 
30,  FUR NITU"R E 
& APPLIANCES 
38"WAMTEBMISC" 
PI4ONE 633.6357 requirement for the work In. 
Classified Advertls(ng Dept. volveq. 
I I,•J 44, ROOM & 
BOARD " ~ , 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
n:eots Wednesday at 8 p,m 
~1 St. Maflhew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phon~ 
63~-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call B i r thr ight  for an 
a l ternat ive  to abortion. 
Phone 632.4603 anytime. 
Room 233, Necheko Cenfi'e. 
I(itlmr, t A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
~nday  - Step Meetings. 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
L~t lngs  8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Moetlngs 8:30 
p.m. Skeans Health Unit, 
KItlmat General Hospital. 
N.Anon Moetlngs - Tuelday 
.8 p.m. United Church. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
~t the Knox United Church 
Hail, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladies Slim Line Club meets 
A~onday eventng --  6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Iqtlrnat 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avall•blel 
Phone 635.5636 
Alcobollcs Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
6,1543O/ 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Hold at Thornhlll Elem.,.,lth 
Tues. of avery month from' 
li20 . 3:50 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Bobysltters 
who bring chlMren must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 p.m. By appolnhnent 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Hold throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL~. BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERC~ISES 
Held every Man. •fternoon I
- 2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nurelng care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from thelr fatally doctor. 
Terr•ce area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: et Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 41/= - 5 yrs. 
(pro-kindergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vldon, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for sp. 
pointmont. 
VD" CL INIC.  " 
Phone for appointment.  
Treatment avalloble. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can' 
Hs le t  with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complalnts, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water  suppllss and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC ~: w ! 
(Hold at ~127Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638.1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing teats on  
referral by family doctor or 
community  health .urse.  
Speech pathologist • 
therapist  wi l l  car ry  out 
Speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CAR i= 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Man. 8:30 p.m. United Asse,mentandpl•nnlngfor  
.C~. urch', ,, ,,1~'/9 e ly  ~'+~;~+'~]thml elaErOle for Long Term 
mon. o p.m. - .  Alano~. ,, Care. ' 
Skean• Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Mamorlal Hospital. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a frlendly 
Drop.ln Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
'! / L -  
TRANSPORTATION 
AS well as an area for 
relaxation. For ' :more In. 
formation:about these and 
other ectlvlt, les, please 
phone 6M.2215 and ask for i 
COMING EVENTS WANTED DONATIONS Skeans CanOe. See you there, 
The Three Rivers Workshop any time between 8 em and 
for the Handicapped are 3:30 pm Monday thru 
I~oklno for donations of any Friday. ,,,,+,~ 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
,vo~d products we could use INCHES AWAY CLUE 
for recycling or renovating. Meet everyTuesdoy night at 
Call us at 635.2238 between 8 In the Skeenn Health Unit. 
;i a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try For more Intormatlon phone 
~c make arrangements for 635.3747 or 635.3023. 
pickup. 
Birthright Offlco 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.~621 I.akelsa. 635.3907 
'r~/ednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
~,nd 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
~snytlme: Lisa 635-3164, 
C+~rol 635.5136. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE ;" ; 
• • support service 
for worn en • 
4711 Lizalle Ave. 
behind Tilllcum Theatre 
6~.5145 
Drop In: 10 am.6 pm Man.. 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer s comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays • Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
- Status of Women, 2nd 
Wedneoday • Single Parents 
(led by a single father), 3re 
Wednesday Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays • 
Women's Night Out. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
~l l l s  Memoria l  Hospital' 
Au..lliery would •ppraclate 
~ny donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
,+ervice phone 635-5320 or 635- 
5233, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on LAzells 
e~venue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 a.m. end 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 LAzelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
consultant. 
Women's A.A. Meet ings -  
Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
--4711 LazeUe Ave. 635.5145. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
tM4351 
Terrace and Distr ict  
Community Services Society 
wish to announce the Annual 
General Msetlng to be held 
on October 17, 1979 in the 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
at 7:30 pro. New members 
are very welcome. Phone 
635.3178 for, more In. 
formation. (n¢-17OI 
Rebakeh Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 -  
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munroo St. (nc.10N) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Set., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (no. 
2N) 
Monday,  October 15 
Auction Sale of vegetables 
etc. at the Salvation Army, 
Welsh Avenue • 7:30 pm. 
Donations gratefu l ly  ac- 
cepted. (nc.150) 
MEN & WOMEN'S RAP 
SESSION 
featuring STAN PERSKY. 
Discussion* topic: "How can 
men benefit  f rom the 
Womtfl's Lib Movement". 
Wed.. OCt. 17 . 7:30 pm. 
Women's Centre, 4711 
I.azalle. Call 635-5145 for 
more Information. (nc.170) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
"For Safer Living, Fuel Economy & Cleaner A i r "  >! 
• CHIMNEYS ' BOILERS • I'i~ 
• AIR DUCTS eFIREPLACES FURNACES s ,:ii 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES• 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Spoclallm In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635.5292 
Kltlm•t, B.C. V8C 1K5 . 632.2466 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
~- TEA 
Nov•meet I I ,  1979 
(nc-16N) 
Ter race .K l t lm•t  Forest 
Public Advisory Commlttea 
will meet at 7:30pm October 
15-- Terrace Ranger Station 
- -  to discuss the proposed 
West Skoon• Forest Access 
Read. (nc.150) 
OCTOBER 
FIREWOOD SALE 
Sponsored by the' Terrace 
Figure Skating Club. Birch 
firewood - -  delivered - -  
per pickup. U-Haul - -  530.00. 
To order call Pat 
635-2539 
(nc-190) 
Terrace Women's Aglow 
Fel lowship wi l l  meet 
Tuesday, October 16 at 7:30 
at the Senior Citizen's Room 
st the Arena. Exe¢utlve 
members wil l  share about 
the National Convenrion In 
Toronto. Refreshments will 
be served. 
Women's Aglow Is a 
wor ldwide organizat ion 
drawing women of Dll faiths 
together. (nc.160) 
Terrace Goat Owners Assoc. 
Information Meeting. Cassia 
Hall School. 8 pm October 15. 
All Interested welcome. (nc- 
150) 
The Ladles Aux i l i a ry  to 
Branch 13 Royal Can•Wen 
Legon ere holding their 
• nn~al "Snow Flake" 
Bazaar Oct. 20, 1979 at the 
Arena Banquet Room from 2 
to 4 pro. (nc-190) 
United Church Rummage 
end Garage Sale, Sat. Oct. 
20, 1979.10 am to 1 pm. 4907 
LAzelle Avenue. Feeturlng 
Boutlqueoorner and at 12:30 
451 bag mlle. Call Al ice. 635. 
:T163 or  Norms st 635.4539. 
(nc-l~K)) 
Ladles Aux i l i a ry  to the, 
Legion Bazaar In the 
Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room, October 20,1979 from 
2 pm to 4 pm. (nc.190) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635-5340after 6:00 pm. 
(am.1.10.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales end service 
4S46 Park Avenue 
Terrace 
435-7249 
(am.1-10-79) 
Found: one fishing rod. 
Phone 635-7425. (nc.5-170) 
Found: one "expectant"  
tortoise-shetl female cat In 
Thornhl l l .  Owner please 
phone 
635.4690 
after 6 pm. 
(nc.sff) 
Electr ic gu i tar  and am- 
plifier. Phone after 6 pro. 
635*9558. (p5-170) 
For Sale: Stadia knitting 
machine 2 years old. For 
furlher Informatloo call 635. 
7~78. (c~)-eN) 
1 oll heater with blower 
attached. For further In- 
formation please call 635. 
6432. (¢3-160) 
12 cu. ft. refrigerator. Ex- 
cellent condition. Set of 
encyclopedia. Set of year 
• books. 635.7M5 after 5 pro. 
(c3-150) 
1976 Gold Wing 1000. Shaft 
Wive, water cooled, new 
rims. Phone 635.2154 or 635. 
7N4. Ask for Mike. (cffn.sff) 
Spanlch style bedroom suite 
In excellent condition. Saso. 
Phono 435-3359. (p3-170) 
• . . 
Sept. 22, 1979. Small male  
clog (Puekapoo). White curly 
hair. Tattoo registration on 
his tummy. QAO99D. Sub. 
stentlol reward. Phone 638. 
8161. (c10.250) 
'79 CR 125R for sale. Phone 
635-5419. (p5-190) 
For Sale: 1979' ,Suzuki RM 
250W. Fully race prepared. 
Best offer. Ph. 632.2832 after 
S pro. (c3.160) 
HOSPITAL 
ACCOUNTANT 
required for 103 bed ecute 
care facility C.G.A.R.I.A. or 
equ iva lent  requ i red .  
Hosp i ta l  exper ience  
preferred. Preference will 
be given to applicants with 
proven manogeri•l abilities. 
Salary negotiable. Excellent 
For Sale: On• new wood 
heater.  $80. Phone 633.5273. 
(pS-l~O) 
Tire changer for sale. Phone 
635-4346. (C5-190) 
LOOKING PeR FUR- 
NITURE? 
fr inge benefits. Apply with ! t "Y  the Terrace .Auction , 
resume to Personnel Mart Salis Floor. "New & 
D!rector, Mi l ls  Msmor le l  l i ed  furniture et • prise 
Ho•p!t•l ,  ,1720 H•uglend anyone can afford. We buy 
Street, Terrese, B.C. VaG and sell. Call the Terrain 
2W7. (o5.100) Auction Mart, 44135 Lakelss 
Ave. Phoue 635.5172. (ctfn.2. 
Experl•nced shake block ~0.79) 
cutters wanted for Queen 
Charlotte Island operations. Chev small block 327. Extra 
Must be able to work on rods. Heads and manifold+. 
piece work basis. Highest 
rates paid. Phone 559.4259. 
WANTED FOR OUR (Clr,_1~<:~'~,~. ; ' . ' " /  
CONSIGNMENT & S~klES~'~.%~', . ~ ,,~ .~+: ..... 
FLOOR: ' " "  ~"  ' ' 
Furn i tu re ,  app l iances ,  
power tools, hand tools, 
dean small cars, motor. 
blkm, boats, motors or any 
oiher Items In aoceptebl• 
rendition. 
Terrace Auction Mar t  
Comer of Apoley & Laketss 
or phone 6354172. (ctfn•2•20. 
;9) 
L.W. SEARS AUCTION 
SALES 
open dally lOam.  2 pro. 3930 
Hwy. 16 East next to Hotel. 
Furniture . Tools . Gifts • 
Houseweres. Hundreds of 
Items. Auction Sale every 
Sunday 2 pm. 
Phone 635.7124 
(i~-190) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Inst•llatlon 
You supply - -  we Install 
631-1691 _. ,,, 
(sm-1-10.79) 
INSlSTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic .tanks In 
Mock. Get relief wlth a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
635-3939 
(em-1-10-79) 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornementet Ironwork 
3972 DoMe Street 
Phone 635.7024 
10 -2  
(¢m-12.10.179) 
The 
DALLY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following areas: 
Thornh l lh  
Cottonwood Street, EmpIne 
Street, Paquctte Avenue, 
Kofoed - Deslardlnes, 
Kofued . Sharpies, River 
Drive, Burgess . LAurler 
Avenus, Thornhlll Street. 
Terrace: 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creak Rd., 4900 Block 
A0ar, 4700 Block Apr. 
If you are Interested In ena 
these routes please 
tigris: 
635.LIST 
between 9 sm end 5 pro. 
, Kltlmet: ~ : , 
tukon Street; Qu•l l  - 
~erllng Strseta, Otiose . 
~lprsy Streets. 
If Interested --  phone Kelth 
it 
632-2747 
[ctfn.nc) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywal l ,  stucco, t i le ,  
l inoleum. Free est imate. 
Phone 
638.1095 
(c20-6N) 
Qua l i f i ed  carpenter ,  
tradesman fully equipped 
with air tools, available for 
renovations, custom cabinet, 
erborlte,  formic•  In- 
stallations. Will consider ell 
other types of flnleblng work. 
phone after 6 pm. ASk for 
Don. 
63547M 
(c5.160) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. BACKHOE 
(Was Andrews) for 
Backhoe Work HIRE 
Hourly end Contract Phone 
615.3479 6U.44S4 
anytime 6354787 
(am-1-10.79) (ctfn.2.10.79) 
410 John Deare Backhoe for 
hlre. phone 635.4081. (am-5. 
10.79) 
For Sa le :  Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
51re & Dam out of Sliver- 
sheen Kennels. Avai lable 
Oct. 19. Phone 638-1996. !p10- 
160) 
To give away: one young 
female cat end two small 
kittens. Kittens are almost 
black, cot Is dark brown with 
faint stripes. Cat Is very 
adaptable, very affectionate, 
house broken. Hate to give 
her away,-but landlord In- 
slsts. Phone 4k154357 days, 
£11-1637 evenings I~efore 11 
pro. Ask for Don. (stf:tfn) 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur• 
niture such as couch, chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635. 
5417. (ctfi1.11-10.79) 
Wanted: Used gravel box. 
10.12 yards. Phone 635.4081. 
(p10-230) 
Wanted to buy • Old c•r and 
truck and cat batteries. Top 
price paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635-4735 anytime. 
(p20.1N) 
Wanted. Good furniture and 
misc. ortlcles for auction. 
Call L.W. Sears at 635-7824 or 
3092 Hwy 16 East. (p20.1N) 
Fully furnished room for 
rent. For quiet person • no 
pats. Phone 635.2817. (c2. 
160) 
For Rent: Room (or) Room 
& Board available •t  5026 
Apr .  (p3-160) 
All parts Inclusive 1100. 3 BR home with ful l  
Rebuilt pow•r,+i l lde~ |pr . . . ._ ,-,.-- ," . . . . .  ~r ,~ '~, ' | l~u  " msemem. ,o, ppr~.  lo00 Iq. 
cerb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  and 383~ ..... . . .  " ff'* Has 20)~30 ft. workshop'. m•gnurr 
Fenced & landscaped lot. 
Approx. 50x100. View at 4743 
Straume or phone 635-9233 
after 5 pm. (1~0.300) 
For Sale by owner. 3 Br 
house 10 years old. Full 
basement, electric furnace 
on .78 acre lot. 540,000. also 
21 cu. In. freezer. Ph. 638. 
1672 or 635.3187. (p10-170) 
House for Sale: 4 bedrooms, 
garage, workshop, on =~ ocr~ 
of lend. Ph. 635.3471. (p5. 
180) 
For Sale: 3 bdrm. home on 
.41 acres. Carpet, fireplace, 
sundeck end landscaped. 
$38,000. For further In. 
formation phone 635.2746 
after S pro. (c5.180) 
4 BR home. 1270 sq. ft. 2 
bathrooms. Ample car• 
peting. Ph. 635.4450 for 
appointment o view. (plO. 
240) 
MUST SELL: Redecorated 
three bedroom house. 
LAundry room, no basement, 
In Thomhlll. Asking 631,000. 
Would make good Income 
property or starter home. 
Phone 635.4074, 635.6809, ask 
for Carol. (c5.170) 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
Skean• Valley. Many ex. 
ceHent features, IncltJdlng 
wall to wall cerpotlng, built 
In dishwasher, two full baths 
and large covered sundeck. 
located In a quiet realdentlal 
area only minutes from 
schools and downtown. 
Possession can be Im. 
modiste. To view phone 7911. 
2258 after 6 pro. (attn.11.10: 
79) 
manifo ld.  $60. 190 cn 
Kazama racing skis. N, 
douges. Marker bindings. 
season• old. $2S0. Ph. 63~ 
7736..(p2-30) 
Store F ixtures fo r  Sale. 
Phone during the day. 
4354576 
(ctfn.2.10.79) 
For sale: 1975 Polaris 350. 
Best offer. Ph. 632.2832 •t ier 
S pro. (c3-160) 
SxaO leaY shack. Wired and 
flnlehod. 635-5261 or 438-1990. 
(¢s-i6o) 
For sale: Five used BFG 
radial all terrain T-A's (1 
flat). 6,500 miles. Rims not 
Included. Ph. 638.11~7. (ps. 
180) 
20 foot river boat & trailer 
with SO HP Marc. Jet unit & 
extra lag. Controls & 
steering. 1977 Mustang II 4 
tram. Radlsl tires. 
1979 Suzuki GS 1000. Low 
mileage. Ph. 633.8444. (p10- 
170) 
WANTED 
• pot cash pald 
for your old 
FURNITURE - GUNS 
• JEWELLERY 
• BCRIC SHARES - 
WE BUY - SELL - 
TRADE - DELIVER - 
Terrace's Most Unique 
Sacood Head 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Buy .  Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
~lS  Ketum Street 
Ph. 631-1613 
:aiM-12-9-79) 
For Sale by Owner: 3 bdrm. 
home, 2 yrs. old. Full 
bassment, approx. 1200 sq. 
ft. Good location close to 
schools. After 6 - -  638-8267 or 
635.2559. (c6.170) 
For Sale by owner. 3 BR 
house 10 year• old. Full 
bassment, electric furnace 
on 38 acre lot. 540,000. Also 
21 cu. In. freezer. Ph. 635- 
3187. (p10-170) 
3 BR country home wi th  
excellent view on one acre 
1026 sq. ft. creek frontage. 
Large garden area with 
excellent soil. Asking 
M0,000. Phone 635-2485 after 
6 pm. (nc-160) 
Accommodation urgently 
required for doctor. Phone 
435.6263. (o5-190) 
Responsible working mother 
with daughter requires 2 br. 
accommodat ion  Im-  
med ia te ly .  References 
available. Ph. 635.9914 after 
4 pro. (c2.1S0) 
Shelter for an. 8'9" camper. 
Nov. 1 - approx. April. Cell 
after 6 pm. 635-7605. (c5- 
170) 
2 or 3 BR housi with 
basement and f ireplace 
preferred but not urgent. 
One or 2 steps to front an . .  
trance. Call evenings only 
(collect If nscauary). 112. 
567-4191. (C20-310) : 
,:,LI: 
For Lease: W•rehouue or  
shop. 6 units 19 ft. by 48 ft. by 
16ft. Ceiling 14x14. Overhead 
door. Plumbing & gas heat. 
I=h. 635.7459. (cffn-MWF.12- 
10-79) 
I 
For Rent: 90) SCl. ft. on 
second floor. A i r  con- 
dt lmed. Located at 4623 
LAkelse Avenue. Phone 635. 
2552. (ctfn.2.10•79) 
lot  for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal residential area with :~ 
potential view. S21 ,000 .  
Contact 635-7696. (ctfn-2.10. ,, 
~)  
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160acres In Tepley,'B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
tread. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset L~k#. Power, water 
and 3 bclrm, trailer. Asking 
$51,$00. Par more In. 
tormatlon contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. 
or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrsoe, B.C. 
¢15-397S 
[nc.sff) 
For Sale: Fully equipped 
convenience store. With 
living accommod•tioo. Store 
does a good year round 
turnover. For further In. ' 
formation please write Box 
121,1or call 635-3971. (ctM-2• 
10-79) 
MOHAWKOIL 
COMPANY LTD. 
Mob•wE Oil Company h 
looking to establish ar 
outlet in this area. If yo~ 
have a service station or s 
potential service etetlo, 
site please contact Steve 
Glover, Mohawk OII 
Company, Box 1870, Prince 
George, B.C. or phone 962. 
B414. (c5.160) 
,1972 Flreblrd for sale. Phone 
635.4246. (¢5.190) 
For Sale: '76 Plymoutl" 
Volare, V6 automatic. Nc 
reasonable offer refused. Ph ' 
632•4012. (C5.160) 
For Sale: 1975 i%ntlac "GT 
sport coupe. In excellent 
condition. Phone 638.8273 
after 6 pro. (p10.230) 
For Sole: 1967 Chevelle 
Mallbu. Needs some work. 
Asking 5450. Ph. 635-3492. 
(p3•160) 
1975 Ford Custom SO0. 4 door. 
Rebuilt motor. PS, PB, AT. 
11,100. 060 .  Phone 638.1320. 
(¢ffn-2-10.79) 
S t 
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197# Corvette High Per- 
formance 350. T roof. Tilt 
wheel. New pelnt and tires. 
Phone 635-3153. (p5.190) 
, ,. ' .r~;.~: " ',: ~::~ 
',.,, ~. TRUCKS:: i  ;:i;! 
1 ton crew cab Brand New w. 
'camper valued at $19,004: 
Best offer takes. Call after 6 
p.m. 112.624-6874. 
C10-180) 
LeaVing ,in' 3 weeks. Must 
Sell 7-, 1W8 Ford Van F150 c- 
w swivel captain chairs. AC, 
headers, summer & winter 
fires. Some customizing. 
Stereo etc. Ph. 635.2803 rm. 
2. .  (p15.2401 
19/9 GMC Van. 15,000 km. 
Sliver' grey. Excellent 
condition. Phone 63&~142. 
(~!  ..~) 
i97~!'::Toy0te land, Cruller 
4x4,;283 eno!ne. 350 horse 
cam; 2 sets of tires and rims. 
Soft and hard top. Ph. 53,$; 
7~2. (p5-170) 
1975 GMC Jimmy ,Ix4. Auto, 
PS, PB. To ~lew call 635.9277 
or 635-2151 after 6 pro. (p3- 
1SO) 
1978 250 Ford Club Wagon. 
Low mileage. Partially 
camperlzed. Many extras. 
63&9083. (c5.170) 
1969 Ford Model i.~0. C4b- 
over fuel truck. 4 com- 
partment Wlllock tank. 2&~O 
gal. cap. Complete with 
meter, live reel and hose. 
New paint, Vancouver city 
tested until May-.80. Phone 
• ,'~..~¢S~7S, Room 107. (c3.180) 
B.C. HYDRO AND 
POWER AUTHORITY 
For Sale by Tender 
As Is • Where Is 
REF Q 616 
2000 Gallon Steel 
Storage Fuel Tank. 
3 Westinghouse 150 
KVA Transformers 
2400 - 230.460 V 
REF Q 417 
1958 Model ATCO 
3 Bedroom Mobile Home 
42'X I0' 
The above items, a re  
located at the' B.C. Hydro 
Diesel Generating Station, 
Atlln, B.C. 
For Inspection and to 
obtain Tender Forms con. 
tact Mr. Mike Ferrler, B.C. 
Hydro, Atlln, B.C. Phone 651. 
7526 or 651.7529. 
Bids close at 12:00 Noon 31 
October 1979. (a1-150) 
I British Columbia I 
I l IBu i ld ings  Corporation I
InvHation to Tender 
Sealed Tehders, marked 
"Snow Removal" • for 
Provincial Government 
Building, Terrace, B.C. 
for a period of five 
months will be received 
up to 3:04 P.M. October 
2S, 1979, and those 
avallabl~ et that time will 
be opened In public at 41'47 
Kellh Avenue, Terre¢~, 
B.C. VSG IK7. 
Tender documents may 
be. ohtelqed at the above 
eddress. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in 
sealed, clearly merked 
envelopes. 
Enquiries may be 
NEIV.,. $TEI{N. POLICY 
;T . ; : ;e ' l  ~ ~: ' '  1 • . _  
L ,mera Js  want  o e m 
By JOHN FERGUgON will have to be[0n d long Trudeau advisors had stifled Aeper told the cloelng 
WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  proeess of reappraisal of party portieipaUon in de- sesston Sunday. 
party policies, eisione. The party was Earlier, Doug Lauchlin, 
"At times, we were not to- drifting without solid preeldentofCalsary'a Mount 
tally sensitive to the moods economic pulieice. Royal College and an un- 
that were developing in the Montreal MP Claude- successful Liberal can- 
country," said Jean-Lue Andre Lachanee said the didate, took an indirect 
Pepin, a former Tmdeau daily pressure of bein8 in swipe a t  Trudeau's key 
cabinet minister; re-elected power breeds isolation, and campaign theme at the need 
in 0ttawa-Carleton  May "maybe we've been too Ion8 for a strong central gov~n- 
~> after several years out of --  18 years." meat. 
polIUce. , "Now, that we are in op "Frankly. Westernors at 
Despite speculation the position, it's good for us. . this  time, don't want to hear . 
meeting would raise .Let', rock the boat." " . that;" Lauchlln told a 
questions about a new leader I. , .  (tzzy) Aspe,., fermer workshop Saturday. 
for the party, direct Manitoba Liberal leader, He said the preoccupation 
erlUeism of Pierre Trndesu said if the party wants of Joe Clark and Ida Cou- 
neversurtaeed. Trudeanand another chance to form a aervativns with decen- 
most senior memhers~.of his government, it has to trallzation "is very much 
former cabinet were not develop policies to restore akin to Western thinldng." 
invited to the meeUns, confidence of voters in the 'Donald Maedonald, a 
West where the Liberals former Trudeau finance' 
But in two days of elected only three MPs'May minister who quit in 1977, 
workshops, partieipants said 22.' told reporters the party 
the former Liberal cabinet , should not go around 
had become isolated from "scapegoatlnS"--trying to 
the party and the electorate, find someane to blame for 
The party hierarchy and key the election loss. 
Federal Liberals com- 
plained at a weekend 
meetin8 their pa/'ty is losing 
touch with the mood of the 
electorate and won't get  
back in govemmentunlesa a 
policy overhaul can restore 
the confidence in voters, 
partieularly, in Western 
Canada. 
An unoffielal gatheHn8 of 
about 1~0 rnferm.oriented 
Liberals -- including 
academies and a sprinkling 
of MPs, former cabinet 
ministers and defeated 
candidates -- concluded the 
party hierarchy has gotten 
out of touch with the 
membership and lost right of 
matters that concern the 
average voter. , . 
They said that/f the party 
is to avoid a repetition ofthe 
May 22 defeat at the poUs, it 
,¢ If you don t, you're 
looking at future dinmaurs," 
Montreal at a standst i l l  
MOWI~REAI, (CP) --  A conciliation was reached, place we ~,ere during the terpurtemqunbeeClty, who
strike by 2,000 maintenance while "the longest, in 1974, first round of. negotiations recentb, wana1~-hourlyrate 
last Hay," Morissstte said. after an elghtmonth strike; and office workers which 
brought Montreal's bu  and 
subway services to a Irln. 
ding halt Fddey continued 
today, with little indication 
that a settlement was in the 
offiug. 
Negotiations continued 
during the weekend, but 
union leaders vowed to 
continue the walkout until all 
200 demands they are 
seeking in a new eontreet 
with the Montreal Urban 
Community Transit Com. 
misalon are met. 
quebec Labor Minister 
Pierre Marc Johnson or- 
dered two conciliators from 
lasted 44 days. • 
The transit commission 
ran full.page advertisme~is 
in weekend newspapers 
saying 1t has made "a more 
than reasonable offer" to the 
maintenance workers, in. 
eluding an 18.1 per cent wage 
hike during a threeyear 
contract, a coet of living 
allowance in the isat two 
years and increases in paid 
sick-leave days and fdnge 
benefits. 
But union president 
Jacques MoHssette told a 
news conference Sunday that 
other i ssues -  including 
workin8 hours and job safety 
--  have yet to be discussed. 
"For all practical pur- 
poses, we're at the same 
work week, 
The 3,700 bus drivers and 
subway operators, whose 
indepondant union is also 
negotiating for a new con- 
tract, were laid off when the 
maintenance workers truck 
Friday, thus being eligible 
for unemployment i surance 
The maintenance workers, They currently earn aboutl8 
who like the office workers an hour. 
are affiliated to ~e con. Meanwhile, Charles 
federation ofNational Trade Belanser, director of the 
Unions, areseeking a 20 per. 6,000-member Montreal 
cent raise during a two-year Chamber of Commerce, 
pact, full indexaUon'to the deaerihedtheatrlke'eimpact 
coet of living, Job aecudty on the city's ecol~my as a 
clauses and a 8nacanteed " "little disaster." 
I 
For Sale: 1972 Nopy~stert~:'.:' directed to the Bulldlnp 
12xS6 mobile home' wHh Manager, K.L. Ealfman, 
10X12 f inished add!Sign, '14_127 Kelth Avenue I 
unfurnished a~'d, In good".' I y r:ca, B,C. VIG 1K7 i 
condIHon. R'ea~nably I ~mlmOna.6~l.l191. I 
I~'lCod. Phone 6~:~: , . '  (p7- , .~2-150) J 
190) . . . . . . . . . . .  ~' ..'.c; --'~- -. / 
i 66. RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
For Sale: 1972""1~x~ foot  
trallW set up In trailer park. 
For app. to view call d35. 
2505. . '. (c20-8N) 
For Sale: 1978 14x70 Manc6 
mollie home. Unfurnished. 
Set ~jp and sklrtod In local 
trailer park. Phone 63S-97~, 
(cff~2-10-791 
Ideal hunter uhlt: 16' travel 
trailer, frldge, stove, lights, 
all propane. Equipped for 
electrical Book-up..Can run 
electrically off battery. 
Hitch assembly, spare fire; 
Jacks, propane tanks. 
his department to draw up a 
report which he hoped would 
lead to an agreement bet. 
wesn the transit commission 
and the maintenance 
workers. 
The report,,,l~0~ on the 
demands .... '~ffd~,'.'. offers 
presented at negotiations, is
to be finalized as soon as 
possible, said a statement 
from Johnson's office. 
There was no hint of a 
legislated end to the dispute, 
whieh has foreed half a 
million Montrealers to 
hitehike, share cal~, walk, 
dde bicycles or chive their 
ears into massive downtowd 
with electric heat. 3 bdrm., 
very good condition. Situated 
at 47 Woodland Heights 
Trailer Court with fenced.In 
lot. Must be seen to be ap- 
predated. Asking price 
$15,000. Phone 635-.5829. Ic- 
170) 
'74 Monarch mobile home. Llcenced. SlS00. Phone 63,5. traffic Jams. 
Unfurnlshed, wlthfrldgeand 3423. (c5-150) • ,~, , . Ittst~.,four~t¢ansitshut. 
stove...l~b~ wa~c~doey  - .  ,,. . - . . .~ . -~,~,  - . , , , ..,, :-,..,~,- ., ~down!~:~:~a~e ~ ~,eo,e 
shacks 10x12, fully fMISh~l : '~US'f  .... ::S~L~: -~ .... |'J~-~'. with ~[Ve  y~s .  T~:]nst 
ME OIATELY: 1977 31 foot one, in lg'r/, went for Ix days 
Wilderness travel trailer, before a settlement hroug h
A.~lng S~,500. Vl~v at Real 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 Weal, 
Last traller on left, (ctfn.2. "To reveal art and conceal 
10.79) the artist is art's aim." 
ff the dispute lasts more than 
two weeks. 
They are seeking wage 
parity with their coun- 
 iBr, EIIEm 
Lazelle Medical  Centre is pleased to an- 
nounce that  
DR. CASEY ADRAHAM 
wi l l  be Joining the c l in ic  as of OCTOBER t5, 
1979 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dr. ~l~raham s off ice hourswi l l  be from 10 
a.m. to 5 p .m.  • 
I ~ I ~ c ~ C K _  I jOscar  Wilde S O  
For Sale: 1976 24x68 Homco ~"~'::'. , • c t .  17  and  Oct .  24  
Home Perk,-Fo~" '~  I~r~!: 
formation pl~£d: c~11 "'~35." 
2261 and ask for Tom. (c7. / bckets  good for 
19o) I EXCLUSIVE  DEALERSHIPS  NOW 
Must Se l l -  197S Diplomat- AVAILABLE FOR AN AMAZING NEW 
REMOTE CONTROL ENGINE STARTER 
Starts any vehicle from the comfort of Indoors In ell 
types of weather by remote control. No more cold 
weather worries. Product backed by a~ unconditional 
guarantee. No franchise fees Involved, 
For Information write: 
Commend-Start EIKtrenlcl Inc. 
1451 Chartwell Drive 
West Vancouver, S.C. 
or phone (604) 925-1867 
~,~t,~ .. ~ ' *-'. 
~. 
. , f .~ ,  .. - j¢-~ ~:1 ~', , ' . . : , ; .  ,~ -~,  , j :~  
In memorgofaman ,,~: i I I I 
Your c06fi'lbutidi]'~vlff h~p stqdents from 
every school district in British Columbia 
with bursaries, fellowslli~i and endowment 
funds to attract the:!W~s finest scholars 
in public administ rat~ 
• " , !  .;~'~, 
Please give through your chartered Bank or 
Credit Union or write: 
C/O University of Victoria 
P.O. Box 1700 
Victoria, British Columbia 
,,, for the future 0fa province 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished; Extras In- 
cluded. Can be seen by ap. 
polntment. Ph. 632.2585. (c7. 
190) 
TENDERS INVITED for 
clear;, cutting an eight (6) 
acre stand of L. Pine and 
Birch, to be followed by 
grubbing end clearing for 
coltlvatlon. N~rchantable 
trees to contractor, balance 
to be decked on the property. 
35 mllea east of Terrace on 
Highway 16. 
D. Havard 
P.O. Box g458 
Smlthers, B.C. 
847-2993 
(c3-i50} 
'~  ~ Buildings Corporation I
Invitation to Tender" 
Sealed Tenders, 
marked "Snow Removal" 
for Skeanavlew Lodge, 
Terram, B.C. for a period 
of five months will be 
recelvecl up to 3:00 P.M. 
October 2S, 1979, and 
thole available at that 
time will be opened In 
public at 4827 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C, 
vIG IK7. 
Tender documents" may 
be obtained at the above 
address. 
Tenders must be flied on 
the forms provided, In 
sealed, dearly marked 
mvelope*. 
Enquiries may be 
directed to the Building 
Manager, K.L. Eelthlan, 
4127 Kelth Avenue, 
Tarrace, B.C. v ie  1K7, 
~lell~Nt e 638.1191. 
(e2-150) 
WANTED 
Ritired people or people with cars 
to deliver papers to drops in 
Terms &  mhill. Please apply 
at the hlll Herald 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
TO BOATING 
To effect construction of a pipeline It will be 
necmMmry to obstruct he north channel of the Skeane 
River from o point 1,000 feet upstream of the east 
boundary of lot 41103 to e ~lnt S,000 feat upstream of the 
east boundary of lot ~ C.R.5. This Is approximately 
38 mllse west of Terrace, B.C. and Is In the general 
area of the Salvus CNR siding end le 2.46 mllee up- 
etrsem from the confluence of the Kaselcks and Skeana 
Rivers. River traffic Is sdvl~KI to avoid the north 
channel if at ell possible and to contact the power 
barge (DELTA TRANSPORTER) which Is In at. 
teadanca at the elde. 
The obstruotlon will he • 'IW sable sponnlng the 
river. It will range In belght from 2 feet to 12 feat above 
the water. There will Bile be a 12" discharge line 
projecting from the acuth bank In enortherly direction. 
This closure Is In effect SEPTEMBER 24 . OC- 
TOBER 24, 1~9. 
LORAM INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
6 
CANADA 
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY ON 
AVIATION SAFETY 
By Order-in-Council dated the 3rd day of August, 1979, pursuant to Part II 
of the Inquiries Act the Honourable Mr. Justice Charles'L. Dubin was appointed 
to head a Commission of Inquiry on aviation safety. 
The following are the pertin.ent provisions of the Order-in-Council setting 
forth the terms of reference: 
t , 
WHEREAS concern has been expressed about 
.(a) the adequacy of federal law, regulations, and rules and of practices and 
procedures governing aviation safety in Canada, particularly in 
relation to (i) small aircraft (ii) remote areas, and (iii) uncontrolled air- 
ports; 
(b) the sufficiency.of enforcement of existing aviation safety legislation 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~nd Sfddda3'd~;'incm~fig~ffe:W~i~i'ng~"~fiali/icatib~.and numbers of
federal inspectors; 
ic) the airworthiness and maintenance of aircraft including departmental 
aircrafti and 
(d) the adequacy ofaviation i cident reporting and investigation a d aria. 
. tion accident investigation. 
AND WHEREAS the Committee isof the opinion that it would be in 
the public interest for the said concerns to be investigated; 
The Committee of the Privy Council, on the recommendation f the 
Minister of Trpnsport, therefore, advise that, pursuant to Part II of the 
Inquiries/~ll~,Y,e~n Excellency in Council may be pleased to authorize the 
Mmlster of Traff~;port o 5p~mt the Honourable Mr. Justee Charles L. 
Dubin of Toronto, Ontario, a Commissioner under Part !I of the Inquiries 
Act, to investigate and report upon the existing state and management of 
that part of the business o1" the Air Administration of the Department of 
Transport pertaining to: 
1. the inspection and certification of aircraft; 
2. the conditions under which aircraft may be used or operated; 
3. the formulation and enforcement oflaws, regulations and rules neces- 
sary.for the safe and proper navigation of aircraft; 
4. the investigation ofaccidents and reporting and investigation ofinci- 
dents involving aircraft, including the taking of statements and other 
materials by investigators for the purpose of any such investigations 
and the retention of the statements and whether such statements, other 
materials or voice recordin'gs relating to an accident or an incident 
should be privileged,'and if so, to what extent; 
5. the acti~,ities of any person who is or was in the management or service 
of the Department ofTransport insofar as these activities relate to his 
official duties in respect of any of the matters referred to in sections I to 
4 inclusive; and 
6. any matters incidental or relating to any of the matters referred to in 
sections 1 to 5, 
so as to advise the Minister of Transport of the safety of the civil air trans- 
portation system and on whether the Aeronautics Act and regulations 
made pursuant hereto should, in respect of the matters referred to in 
sections I to 6 be amended to improve safety and, if so, in what manner. 
The Commissioner shall report o the Minister of Transport within one 
year of October I, 1979. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
The first session of the Commission will be convened on Monday, the 22nd 
of October, 1979, at the hour of 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon, Salon Outaouais, 
Ist Floor, Place du Portage, Phase IV, 140 Promenade du Portage, Hull, 
Quebec, for the purposes of determining procedures and entertaining applica- 
tions for status by interested persons and organizations. 
Anyone intending to participate in the Commission's hearings i invited to 
attend and may make submissions at the above-noted time. 
The dates, times and places of public hearings will be announced at a later 
time. 
The Commission isseeking comments and information from all interested 
persons and organizations with respect o any of the matters included in the 
terms of reference. Anyone wishing to make a written submission or submit rele- 
vant information to the Commission is requested to write to the Commission. 
with a brief statement asto the nature oftbe information or submissions intended 
to be provided to the Commission and'may do so by writing to the Commission 
of Inquiry on Aviation Safety addressed to: 
John Sopinka, Q.C. Gary Q. Ouellet William A. Rid 
Counsel to the Commission Associate Counsel Executive Director 
Commission of Inquiry on Aviation Safety, 
I i0 O'Connor Street. Suite 200, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
(613) 995-3431 
I 
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Abby Gets  
Pot Shots  
By Abigail Van Buren 
191g by Chicago Tribune.N.Y. News SynO, I~c, 
DEAR ABBY: As a long-time reader and admirer, I was 
shocked at your advice to the parents of the 12-year-old boy 
who, with his parents, had visited relatives in another city. 
On returning home, he told his parents (in confidence) that 
his 15.year-old cousin had offered him some pot, but he 
refused. 
The parents immediately phoned the cousin's parents to 
report it. Instead of beifig rateful for the inf0rmation, they 
reacted angrily, saying their son had never smoked pot, and 
the younger boy must be lying. When the visiting parents, 
asked if they were wrong to have called the other Parents, 
you said yes. (You also said, "Children should not betray 
their peers.") • " " 
Abby, if the kids had stuck up a gas station, or shot 
someone, would you still have said, "Children should not 
betray their peers"? 
I just can't believe you would advise parents not to tip off 
the parents of children who are breaking the !aw and doing 
harm to themselves. 
If I misunderstood your answer, please xplain. 
DISAPPOINTED IN YOU 
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: You did, and I will. If you had 
read the letter carefully, ynu would have noticed that the 
boy said his cousin had offered him some'pot He admitted 
that he never actually saw his cousin smoke pot. 
It was my feeling that he older boy was only talking big to 
impress his young cousin. Had he actually smoked pot iu the 
boy's presence, it would have been a different story. No pnt 
was in evidence, and none was smoked! 
l'm sorry I didn'f make myseH clear, and judging Irom the 
critical mail I received, I did not. 
Marijuana is still illegal, and those who break the law 
should be reported and dealt with accordingly. 
However, in this ease, no law had been broken. I should 
have said, "When no law is broken, children should not 
betray their peers." And to have reported back te the 
parents with such flimsy evidence, thus cresting arift be- 
tween the families, wus unealled for. {P.S. I hope the editor 
of the Rock Hill, S.C., Herald sees this. So incensed was he 
with my reply that he wrote an editorial about it.I 
DEAR ABBY: I have been a widow for 11years. My sister 
and my daughter still remember my wedding anniversary in 
a quiet way, which I feel is comforting. 
However, my son {now married) never remembers my 
wedding anniversary. 
Am I expec[ing too much of my son? What is l~roper? 
• HURT 
DEAR HURT: It is not proper to offer congratulations on
a wedding anniversary after erie of the couple dies. 
Perhaps your son remembers tbe date, but doesn't 
acknowledge it because he fears it might sadden or depress 
you. Let him know that you derive eomfoit :from having 
those you love remember that day. Then if he forgets, you 
will have a legitimate reason to feel hurt. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO J.P IN MANKATO: "CPR" is Car- 
diopulmonary Resuscitation-a method of maintaining the 
oxygen supply and blood circulation for a person whose 
lungs and heart have stepped workius. Oue who hag stepped 
breathing will either die or suffer permanent brain damage 
within four minutes. 
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your 
chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Los 
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose Stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. 
I 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
- - - - -  Frances Drake 
(Mar. ~-1 to Apr. 19 
Consult with partners re 
Joint assets. Later, a mate or 
close ally may voice an im- 
practical scheme. Remain 
level.headed. 
 At US 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Be the power behind the 
throne. Avoid extravagance in 
• the pursuit of good times. 
Protect' health from self. 
indulgence. 
(May 21 to Jane 20)]I 
Work on a creative project 
should go well. A close ally or 
romantic interest is exuberant 
but may be somewhat set in 
hls-her ways. 
CANCER (~)  
(June 21 to 'July 22) 
Enjoy your own. home for 
good times. Invite others over. 
Watch out for careless 
thinking or procrastination re
a Job matter. 
LEO. 
(July = to AUg. ~)1 / ,~  
Minor talks with family 
• members go well. Good times 
h~r ,  but expenses could be 
heavy. Don't throw money 
away ptu'suing happiness. 
VIRGO LN 
• ~A.  23 to SOp* = 
Financial' talks bring 
modest reaulte..Careles~mnsa 
about he house could leave 
someone with a lot of cleaning 
up to do. 
(Sept, 23 to Oct. 
Buy yourself a ~nall gift. 
Someone is inclined to 
exaggerate or to be late for an 
appointment., Don't let it be 
you. Be skepUcal. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. = to Nov. 2i) m,J , 
You may contemplate a
minor change in appearance. 
w uu v~, ~ ld streln your 
'budget. The pleasures of food 
and drink are alluring. 
SAGrI'rARIUS ~f@ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Consult with a friend in 
Private. Career plans may be 
unrealistic ortoo expansive. A 
friend may show signs, of 
jealousy. 
CAPRICORN " ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Valuable tips. from a 
bus iness  assoc ia te .  
Carelesmess could ,be your 
undoing. Don~ believe g&~lp 
you hear right now, 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb" 18)~.=~ 
Consult with advisers about 
career interests. Watch out for 
excessive credit card spen- 
ding. A friend seems fixed in 
opinions. 
P"C= )<~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)' 
Though your plm~ are good 
re travel, a career develop- 
ment may take priority. A 
close ally's expansive ideas 
are a bit fur-fetched. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
highly intuitional, which 
serves you well in both the 
arts and sciences. Capable of 
finding new schools of 
thought, you nevertheless are 
also practical. Social contacts 
are a factor in your rise to 
Success. 
• @@ 
"The basemenfs full of many water." 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Fuel 
4 French 
stocking' 
7 Flies high 
1~ Khan 
13 Artist Jean 
14 Type of 
angle 
15 Unit of 
butter 
16 Betting 
figure 
18 Greek letter 
19 Zola 
26 Car injury 
22 Pub order 
23 Competent 
27 Verb form 
29 Make 
beloved 
31 Twangy 
34 Increase 
the list 
25 Play part 
37 Dined 
38 String or 
green 
39 Society gal 
41 Peruse 
45 Shade of red" 2 Chalcedony 
47 Roman 52 .3 Evil one • 
48 Label in a 4 -- Ruth 
library 5 Odors 
52 Branch 6 Ruin 
53 Type of ink 7. Identical 
54 Harden 8 Tuber 
55 Head of the 9 Diving bird 
fairway 10 Hway 
56 Documents 11 Weight of 
57 Curve India 
58 McMahon 17 Swiss artist 
and Sullivan 21 Writer: 
DOWN Mark -- 
1 Stared 23.Viper 
Avg. solution time2 25 min. ' 
IE IR IRIE IR[GIMIEI~IL IS I  
, IS IE IE IDIA I  I I~ lS lA I  I L[  
IT~RIOIWIAIT IC IH IDIO~I 
IA[~IEtS~S T O IA~O N O 
BENT~YAWN~GAD 
#. 
/ IqS l  
)10 1 
:1 
8-17 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
24 Word with 
flower 
25 Buddhist 
people' 
• 26 Sea eagle 
26 Formerly • 
Cassuis 
30 King Cole 
31 Seize 
32 Expert 
33 Railroad 
stop (abbr. 
36 Baal, for 
• one 
37 Subsides 
40 Rub out 
42 Inspire 
with joy 
43 Publicized 
44 Coins 
45 Tax men 
(abbr.) 
46 Rents 
48 Auction 
move 
49 United 
50 Pindaric 
opus 
51 Type of 
glove 
By s /b, 
,s '9 N NNN 
20 22 23 24 25 26 
NNN , I - N 
42 43 44 30 I W39 ~ 41 
48 49 50 51 _____l 52 
N" .N"  
CRYPTOqUn' 
XBRNWMLVBIA  XMTBI  WMZRZ MTBI  
WNVZ XBRNLMIVA 
Yesterday;s Cryptoquip -- FRAIL CASTLE IN AIR COULD 
USE SOLID FOUNDATION. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: V equals T
The Cryptoqulp is a simple subetituUon cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single. letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locaimg 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Rornita 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen'and Gary Peterrnan 
.ll~1111~CNc41@oTIIb~n~,NYNe~l$itr~k~ 
w v 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
] 
DOONES, BURY 
HI., ~/MI/~T ~ ,~ g , f -~ .~Mf~ 
,,,,,, ge,ey~:~w- ~- -  ^~ ~l  y0U,/~#'g. YOU 
L - .  
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
 e.r 
By Garry Trudeau 
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